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PAGALKHAANA

TWO TO TANGO 			
DURE KHAN

							
At four am in the Pagalkhaana,
broken spirits soar through the air like extinct wild birds.
Rejoicing,
not in reincarnation,
but in second chances.
By dawn, the spirits dim
and the eyes gloss over.
The jaws go slack,
and the minds numb.
The myopic janitor sweeps our bleached sun dried bones

										
History is something that happens to other people.

You seem like an old friend, my enemy.
I’ve kept you closer than any friend.
The conversations that we may have had
Were we to ever speak, play like a feedback loop,
Like a gramophone that insults
By being out of place and out of time,
That injures by being stuck on one well-worn groove.
Skip a track for a change!
Just do it and see what happens.
Maybe, instead of foes, we’ll be lovers, even friends,
Our orbits entwined in a slow tango to the
Cold, sparkling indifference of the cosmos.
Life is kind enough
To provide its own resolutions,
Cruel enough to let us
Suffer its consequences.
Will you be forced to repeat my past since I don’t know yours?
Will I be doomed to your future since you can’t guess mine?
To the victor belongs history,
Or what’s left of it after
Redactions, recreations, resurrections, repressions,
Deductions, revisions, elisions, regressions.
Mine will become yours, and yours mine.
What could you love about me?
What won’t I hate about you?’
Perhaps, life will also arrange for its own surprises—
Dear love for an enemy.

into the incinerator,
along with every last hope we had,
In this godforsaken neon mausoleum.
In my hair I wear rotten feathers
to give my broken dreams flight.
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MIR ELIAS

DUZAKH 			

SIBLING RIVALRY 			

										

MIR ELIAS

We’ve learned to fly the air like birds, we’ve learned to swim the seas like fish, and yet we haven’t learned to walk the
earth as brothers and sisters.
That night when you stepped out
For a moment to the corner store—
Time, space, consciousness
Became defined by your absence,
Collapsing into a singularity
Between the twin poles
Of my heart and stomach,
That expanded outwards
On waves of shock
Tracing a reverse creation story,
As the dreaded inevitability
Of monsters escaping closets
Ended up as an unfamiliar knock
At my door.

										

At one period [Dr. Hilke Thur] became deeply involved with grave monuments, and gained international recognition
through her investigations of a tomb which she correctly identified as the tomb of Cleopatra’s youngest sister, Arsinoe
IV, who was murdered in Ephesus in 41 B.C. on the orders of Cleopatra and Mark Anthony.

If only you could see me now
Through the sightless eyes
Of my virgin sisters,
Frozen in stone.
If only you could hear my screams,
A prelude to other nightmares
Only too easily imagined
Upon the body of a forgotten queen.
Would you be grateful
For the practiced detachment of gods
Like that paradox of deities,
My mother, the goddess of the hunt,
Blessing the ghastly orgy
Soiling her house
With shreds of royal prey?

That was hell.

Would you pick me up
Where I lay, wet and broken,
And tidy me up as if we were
Going to one of your imaginary fêtes,
Hand in hand, as only sisters can
In a moment of careless joy?
Would you take a blade from
Your men and twist it into
The soft, secret parts,
Rendered visible by a
Lifetime of memories,
To strike the killing blow?
Would you smile in pleasure,
My sister, my queen, my pharaoh,
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At the thought that
All the perfumes of Misr
Have sweetened your hand
For my last day?
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HOLINESS 			

VITRIOL 			

										

IMAM SHAMIL

For eight days and eight nights, I repeatedly stood on an old, worn-out hardback of the Complete Works of
Shakespeare. Shakespeare was sacred to me, holier than anything holy. Why this irreverence then? I wanted to see if
standing on the works of Shakespeare would decrease my mad devotion to the bard.
So how did I feel when I first put my left foot on the book? Nothing. Yes, I did not feel anything. Neither any sense of
disrespect nor disgust. It was just another insignificant act. It was like brushing your teeth in the morning or peeing
in the toilet bowl. Then I tried to feel the book under my feet. I tried to imagine Lear for a moment. How would he
have felt about this insult? Well, isn’t it all about good manners? You don’t spit in the plate you eat from. You don’t
masturbate in a public park in broad daylight. Lear definitely would have minded this act of insolence. More so the
lovely women Shakespeare sculptured over the years. How would they have reacted? I could not even imagine any
discourteous mannerism or uncouth behaviour toward Rosalind or Juliet or Ophelia. Only a demented prince of
Denmark like Hamlet could have abused tender, nymph-like Ophelia. I felt as if I was pointing my feet toward the
celestial face of Juliet. The more I imagined such things, the more I felt uneasy. I put the book back on the bookshelf.
For eight days and eight nights, I performed the same act again and again until I felt the same nothingness again.
Shakespeare or Sartre or Genet, what is there in a book? Words, words, words. The physical nature of the book
was not at all significant. Perhaps the words in it were. I was trying to liberate my mind from this sanctity of physical
objects. The content mattered. Only the content mattered. But wasn’t this similar to believing in the supernatural? If
physical things were not important than what was? Content. As if content was not matter. Wasn’t the content also a
physical thing? Was the content immaterial, ethereal, supernatural? Shakespeare’s were not words of God. Why this
rabid obsession with content, with words, and not the very physical presence of the dirty hardback? At least it was
there. One could touch it, one could smell it, feel it. I wanted to get rid of the content. I had to eliminate it. The book
and the words were inseparable.
For eight days and eight nights, the struggle was not just to rise above the material presence of the Complete Words
of Shakespeare, but to also do away with the whole idea of worship. The book was not holy. The content was not
sacred. I could tear the book, spit on it, pee on it, but how could I erase the love of Shakespeare from my mind? And
not just Shakespeare. I wanted to erase the idea of love, not only from my mind, but from everywhere. My enemy was
the content.
It occurred to me on the eighth day that neither the book nor the content was a problem. The problem was my mind,
something inside it. The moment I realised this, I felt relaxed. I abandoned the exercise. Left the book on the floor,
had a glass of red wine, read Elia for a bit.
It was the ninth day when I shot myself. Nothing was sacred. Shakespeare was lying on the marble floor. The half
empty glass of wine on my desk. I was lying on the bed. Something existed outside my room. There was no content.

										

USMAN T. MALIK

The woman with the crimson face walked with slow and measured steps in the afternoon gloom of Anarkali, dragging
the flour sack behind her.
She wore a dusty chador on her head, the shawl the color of dead autumn leaves, rusted and faded. Most people she
met along the road glanced at her, looked away, glanced back, startled. A few smiled, too polite and uneasy not to;
some just stared. An old woman chewing a wad of tobacco stick spat a maroon paan-stained glob near her feet. The
thick phlegm struck the edge of a rain gutter and oozed down. It looked like a squashed eyeball.
She walked.
Sweat trickled down her distorted features, snaking through gutters of anatomy and misfortune. In the beginning -the beginning of her new life -- the sweat had stung. Each time she ventured out in the sun, it had sizzled, the pain
jabbing at the exposed circuitry of her flesh, like the cold scalpel she remembered from her new-birth. But with time
her body had changed, adapted. She was grateful for that.
The flour sack dragged behind her like a life full of heavy memories. She grunted and heaved; the sack tumbled and
bobbed and slid over rotting vegetables, mounds of rubbish, floating paper and plastic wrappers, and discarded jute
bags. A sandal lay by a broken wooden horse-cart in the narrow Anarkali street, its shredded thong limp against the
body of a dead cat. The cat’s back was broken, crushed under the wheel of the cart. The dead creature stared at her
with dull jelly eyes, flies hovering above it. As she dragged the sack, it hit the cat’s face, and the carcass bounced up
and down once, making the cartwheel shudder.
She remembered shuddering too. New-birth. A liquid molting.
The street veered and suddenly opened out onto New Anarkali Road. All at once rickshaws, horse carts, motor bikes,
pickup trucks, and cars flooded her vision. She stopped to catch her breath before the next inevitable step, that death
dance between the vehicles and the animals. Human and non-human. She marked her passage between a slow white
passenger van that, she knew, would stop for thirty seconds at the wagon stop and a horse with a bad leg that trotted
in a wounded dance.
There it was.
One, two, three. She darted. A rickshaw spluttered by her, the badly vented engine machine-gunning in her ears.
A horse whinnied. A bus conductor yelled, “Watch it, maii !” The flour sack swung behind her in two arcs, left and
right, slamming her once in the hip, making her stumble, and she almost fell in the flood of screaming, deaf cars and
wagons and deadly animals that raced, maddened by the Lahore heat; crashed, burned, died, and often pulverized
others before dying.
But then she was through. She was across.
She glanced back at her precious sack. It had torn at the bottom, the threadbare lining leaking a blood-red thread
covered with splotches of powdery flour. She decided it was acceptable damage and trudged on, head bent, the
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chador shading her from the angry sun.
A few feet ahead a half-naked scrawny little boy with hollowed yellow eyes stared at her, a dusty string of spit dangling
from his upper lip. Not taking his eyes from her, he wiped the spit, pointed at her.
“Devil,” he said. His jaundiced eyes never wavered. His bloated, malnourished belly heaved as he slapped it and
laughed maniacally. “Monster maii.”
A thin brown woman, bony cheeks chiseled in work lines, ran toward the boy from a nearby alley, screaming, “Shut
up, bastard, shut up,” and scooped the child up in her arms. The startled boy began to cry.
“Forgive him, maii.” She looked at the woman with the crimson face with frightened, pleading eyes. “Forgive him.
He’s just a boy. Please don’t curse him. Allah listens to you people. Allah listens to your curses.”
“It’s all right,” she said, her voice empty, a phantom sigh that wafted up and down the road, and walked on, the flour
sack dragging behind her like a meek child.
New Anarkali Road snaked and turned, and there it was.
Mayo Hospital’s small bicycle lot lay in the heat, covered with errand bicycles, chowkidar bicycles, poor bicycles.
Bicycles that had travelled hundreds of kilometers, pumped by skinny legs that had no fat but lean, starved muscle.
Bicycles from towns and villages outside Lahore, tire-tread worn, wheels rusted and changed countless times. The
back wheels were almost always in worse condition because of the multitudes of children and chador-covered wives
hanging behind the laborers or chowkidars or railway-crossing guards, as they pedaled, face red with heat like ripe
pomegranates ready to burst. She walked on.

“Bibi,” he called after her. She turned. His hands shaded the cataracts of his eyes from the sun as he looked at her.
“Don’t ever tell anyone.” His brown face, pockmarked with age and hard labor, twisted for a moment. “They won’t
understand.”
She said nothing. In a moment he turned back. Slow, stiff. She jerked her sack, a reluctant mongrel on a leash, and
began walking to the courtyard.
Freshly laundered medical students in white shalwar kameez, blue jeans, khaki pants, and colorful t-shirts surrounded
her in a chaotic sea. A few couples strolled lazily by, specks of flotsam riding a placid wave. Some held hands. She
wished she could say something to them. Touch them. No, never touch them. But talk to them. Scream if she had to.
Tell them she worried about them with a dark worry.
She waded through, whispering excuses and apologies. She knew fewer of them here would look at her. They had all
seen worse, and in the grip of this new world were already inured, bored. Some looked at her with pity. Others with a
curious anger that was almost accusatory in its impotent power.
The department building she sought stood apart from others, like a tall red-faced silent woman, her stony hands
at her hips. She crossed the grass in front of the building, got off the cobblestone path, went to the back of the
structure. A small wooden door, pale and splintered, nestled in an ivy-covered nook. She pressed the white button
next to it.
“Come in,” a man called. She entered.
The clerk sat behind a small desk. He wore a wrinkled white shirt with half-sleeves. A jittery electric fan fluttered
above him.

She walked, sweaty and hot, till she reached the main gate of the King Edward Medical College compound. The
chowkidar recognized her.

He looked at her as she heaved her sack inside the room. His hands came up to wipe at his sweaty face. He said,
“How many?”

“Hot day, bibi,” he said in his gruff voice, a long twin-peaked Henna-colored beard bobbing up and down as he
spoke, “Would you like a glass of water?”

“Three,” she said. “Would you like to see?”

“That would be nice, bhai,” she said, yanking the sack forward until it sat next to her. She squatted beneath the
gatekeeper’s colourless umbrella.

“No, no,” he said, waving a hand at her. His fingers were stained with the tar of cheap cigarettes. His nails were
bitten. “Go on, then, bibi. You remember the corridor?”

He poured water from an earthen bowl into a mug with a broken handle. “How many did you get this week?”

She nodded, and her chador fell forward on the left side of her face. She righted it. He watched her face, and his
fingers moved tap tap on the pink pad in front of him.

“Three.” She drank the water, clay-cool. Her parched throat

“Last time,” she said, not looking at him, “Sahib said he would increase the rate.”

(hurt. Hurt like burnt, macerated flesh)

“No, he didn’t,” the clerk said, watching her face. He looked disgusted. Fascinated.

stopped hurting for a few blessed moments.

“He said, five hundred for a hand, a hundred apiece for fingers, and ...”

He watched her, this old man with a henna beard, the orange of the beard somehow disturbing. “I don’t know how
you do it, bibi,” he said at last.

“Shut up, maii,” he said, looking around all of sudden, his eyes big and anxious. “Don’t name them here.”

She nodded. He didn’t have to. She put the mug down, thanked him, and began to shamble across the compound.
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She fell silent. The fan fluttered, its tri-pronged shadow waxing and waning in the small room. The room was very hot.
She wished she were outside again.
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He sighed. “All right, I’ll talk to him. Four hundred for the ... whole thing, eighty rupees for the singles.”
“And a thousand for the ... ”

attacks happen. Bombs scatter too much, you know. Especially in the city. By the time the site gets cleaned up, we
get nothing but a few pieces here and there. But the drones. Well, now that’s a different story. I know we could find
whole bodies there, and so much more...”

“I know,” he said angrily. “Now get those sister-fucking things out of my sight.”

She waited. Her hands, now free of the sack, twisted at her chador, at the fake silver Allah necklace around her neck.

Quietly, she dragged the sack across the room, opened the door, and stepped out, the sack suddenly whining on the
wiped linoleum.

“You can go,” he finally said. He looked at her, contradicting his command. Fixed by that stare, she waited. “Maii,” he
said, his eyes moist, dim in the light of the slaughter room. “Maii, did you ever go to the police?”

“Motherfucking freaks. Think I’ve nothing better to do,” she heard him mutter as the door closed behind her.

“No, sahib,” she said. Behind her, a medical student snickered at something another said, and a female student
giggled. She didn’t turn to see their faces, but she knew the girl would have perfect teeth and a clear pimple-free face.

She walked.
The corridor was long, worn, dark. A few light bulbs gleamed on both sides. She walked for a while and then turned
left into another corridor, and then another. She was in front of the slaughterroom.
She paused. Entered.
A few medical students worked in the far corner. It was late afternoon, and most of their classmates would have
already gone home. She dragged her load inside, across the room. The TA sahib sat in the adjoining room, a few
chipped and toothy skulls hunched in front of him. He was about twenty. He looked up as she approached.
“Salam, bibi,” he said, dropping the jaw in his hand. “It’s always good to see you. The kids go through these damned
things so quickly. Let’s see what you got.” His arm stretched out.
She smiled. His arm trembled slightly as something went across his face. With visible effort, he smiled. “How many?”
“Three,” she said, and handed him the mouth of the sack.
He opened it. Peered inside. Jerked his head back. “Uff.”
She knew what he smelled. She had once smelled that herself. She had smelled that smell for six months, as the flesh
of her face rotted, and healed. And rotted again. Till she had finished three rounds of those cold scalpels, and months
of germ-medicine.
“It’s the heat,” she said mildly. Still holding his nose, he reached behind with the other hand, groped inside a paleblue bottle with crystal liquid, and grabbed a cotton ball from the nest of cotton floating inside. He dabbed the cotton
at his nostrils, inhaled. Sighed. “Better.”

“Why not?” the TA sahib said.
She said nothing. TA sahib gazed at her crimson face, his eyes almost sad. He waved a hand at her, and turned back
to his desk.
Outside, the sun had at last softened down. Shadows forked and rippled across the grass. She went to the gate.
The college gate was unmanned. She stepped out and saw the chowkidar chatting with a bhutta-seller. The vendor
turned his golden corncobs over the heated sand, black charcoal dotting the yellow grains. The chowkidar saw her
and waved.
“Come here, bibi,” he said, his hands slicing through the heat mirage of the hot sand. “Want a bhutta?”
She waited. He stopped waving. The corncob turned, discolored. The chowkidar handed the butta-seller a few
crumpled notes, took the two cobs, and ambled toward her, favoring his bad right leg. She knew he had been in
the ’71 war against India, after which Pakistan had broken in two, like a hollow shell. A bullet had smashed his right
kneecap.
“Here you go,” he said, smiling, handing her a half-roasted bhutta.
She bit side-ways. Her teeth had fallen out on the right when her gums had turned liquid; she’d never gotten used
to the half-dentures. She preferred biting on the left, chewing slowly till she could swallow. A bit of yellowish spit
dribbled out the hole in her right cheek. When she felt it on her chin, she wiped it with the hem of her chador.
“Thank you, bhai,” she said.
He nodded. Ate his own bhutta. They sat side by side in the umbrella’s shade, the chowkidar sitting in his rickety
wooden chair, she on her haunches.

She said nothing.
“I see you found a head too this time,” he said, peering inside. “It’s covered with road-shit and flour dust, and the
nose is gone, but I can fix most of it.”
She said nothing. A moment later, he nodded.
“Thank you,” he said, beaming now. “We really needed these. Next time, I wish you’d find a whole face. Maybe a full
torso too. Two thousand rupees, I promise you. We really should send you up to Miranshah, where all those drone
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“Bibi,” he said through a mouthful. He chewed thoughtfully. “I’ve known you for about two years now. Ever since the
suicide attacks started.”
She grimaced as a grain slipped inside the notch of her molars, found it with her leathery tongue, inched it forward
gently till it dropped out, and swallowed it.
“Can I ask you something?” He looked at her with eyes that were almost frightened.
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She said nothing.

LAST YEAR OF FACEBOOKING 			

“Who threw it?” he said.

										

She said nothing. She sat on her haunches in the afterglow of the dying afternoon. She was drifting in the
marketplace. She was going with her husband to Wagah border to see the Independence Day parade. She was holding
her husband’s hand. Her four-year-old was giggling. Mama, you’re lying. I know you got me a birthday present.

A tribute to Richard Brautigan’s Trout Fishing in America.

The chowkidar watched her eye. Her left eye. His orange beard dangled, twin-peaked, like a woman’s breasts. The
one who threw it had a beard too, a long black beard that glittered like a cloudless night. She’d never seen him
before. He’d looked at her when he threw the colorless bowl, looked her in the eye, as the sizzling liquid covered her
skin and her muscles and her eyes and her bones, a trembling, biting pall that had draped her flesh and become her
new face. He’d turned back to look at her one last time when the motorbike sped away.
“I was holding his hand,” she said, this woman with the crimson face. Her voice was empty. Then it was not. She felt a
liquid grow inside her. A vitriolic bubble gurgled at the back of her throat.
And for the first time in many months, when she spoke, her voice was acid: “I was holding my husband’s hand.”

FYZA PARVIZ

IN THE END
It wasn’t love but complete, utter madness.
You were a man of confounded words, long hair, endless cigarettes, skillful charms, and illogical dreams.
When did I first hear about you? It must have been on the anti-creationist Facebook page where you were bashing
every dogmatic belief. The heartache you caused me helped me lose ten pounds. The skinny pants I bought a while
back fit me well now.
I lay down on the grass thinking about what I had been through and how it all didn’t make any sense. Experiencing
pain is an important part of life, but what about nonsensical pain? Is it worth the investigation? How can I shrug it off?
Being sad is understandable. I too am sad, but you know, I don’t cry anymore. Not sure, if it’s a good or bad thing.
Lately, my love for you had not been coming from the heart. I forced myself to see you in that way. That’s why you
felt awkward when I talked to you. It’s just not the same anymore. You know that very well. Forcing oneself to feel for
another person in a certain manner only makes things complicated and undesirable.
In the end you said it was hardly a matter of heart anymore, clearly the brain had taken over.
You wanted to do a screen share to make sure all your pictures were erased from my computer. I didn’t understand
why everything had to be so dramatic with you. Then you told me you liked my hands and feet. I made a strange face
and you asked me why I didn’t like people falling for my feet and hands? And I said I would rather have them fall for
my heart. You said I had lovely hands nonetheless.
I became tired from repairing you. Your Facebook page became a stranger to me. And then you told me that you
slept with another woman, because you loved her crack whore spirit.
IN THE BEGINNING
I fell in love with your Facebook profile. I listened to Beethoven the whole night after discovering you online. Your
profile spoke to me in a way no physical interaction ever did. You had a fake name, a fake picture, and a fake address.
Which is what I considered perfection. This is exactly how
I wanted things to be.
That one night in late December you sent me a message that sucked the air around me and I was immediately yours.
You asked me the counting formula. You needed it to count all the starts in the sky. On the same night, you told me
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about your eight hundred books. I knew I was in love, but I hid my feelings from you for precisely nine days. Mainly
because nine is my favorite number.
Later, I got to know that your name was Facebook and your profession was analyzing profiles day in and day out.
You said you loved your job as it matched your name. You liked to match things. It gave you immense pleasure. You
also had grand skills in judging people. You had no friends; no one was ever good enough. You actually did not even
believe in the concept of friendship. But in a strange way you understood me. You said you knew who I was and who
I wanted to be. But even though you liked me, you said we couldn’t be together yet. You were still in love with your
imaginary girlfriend. I asked you to send me a photograph of yourself and you sent me a picture of your hand holding
a book. I fell in love with your hand.
Your image in my head, forever, is of that hand.
HOTEL FACEBOOK
We picked Hotel Facebook to meet for the first time. The hotel is located at the edge of a cliff off of the information
highway. I took Hesperian Boulevard to 92 East. From there, I took the 280 South exit. I noticed the ramp was
closed. Then I took Hesperian Boulevard to 92 East. I got onto the 280 South exit. The ramp was closed again. I
tried to take a detour but it took me to the same exit. My mental GPS went insane.
I threw the receiver out of my head and finally found some peace.

A million little jealous atoms are grown inside me in the shade of grey. And so I decide to weep instead. I will weep
my guts, brains, tear ducts, and organs. Some of my guts fall into my espresso. These beans are from Costa Rica. The
best beans grow in volcanic conditions. Can the beans grow inside me? Am I volcanic? How are these beans affecting
me? GIVE ME MORE ESPRESSO. Everything happens for the better.
FACEBOOKING WITH FBI
“So nothing surprises you,” they ask. “No,” I say. “Everything that will happen to you has already happened to you?”
“Yes.”

We cannot be careless here.
“You knew your future from the time you were born,” they ask. “I just enjoy having long complicated conversations,”
I reply. “We see you walking around the hallway. Do you think to yourself when you walk?” “No, I already told you I
have conversations.”

It is a serious venue where people work hard and get paid. You need to be focused and get your work done.
“With whom?”
“With you”
“About what?”

HELLENISTIC SUICIDE
I wrote you my first love note. I think it was more about me than you. I do not remember what I wrote. I wrapped the
note in Facebook and flew it like a kite. You noticed the kite and wrote back immediately. You said you liked papyrus.
PANETTONE RAISIN BREAD FRENCH TOAST WITH FRESH FRUIT AND FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE
I decided to go down the local diner and have some Facebook for breakfast. My hunger led me to consume a lot
more profiles than I preferred.
I felt like making cookies again. I grabbed a bunch of those Italian chocolate bars they have at Cafe Twitter and sliced
them up to make chocolate chips. I tossed a few saffron threads in the mix for fragrance.
THE AUTOPSY

“About everything”

Facebook is not a place to come to fall in love.
“Has this conversation already happened in your head?” they ask. “Yes,” I say.

“This aint no party, this aint no disco...”
INFINITE FIGHTS
I have been hiding from misery, but it somehow always finds me. The other day I kept on driving and hitting a dead
end. It was the same dead end over and over. Then unconsciously I found my way out. I was so proud of myself. It
does sound silly, but it felt cathartic.

Reality turned out to be very different from the world in my head. You did not chew your food slowly, own a night
robe, or play polo. These things were very important to me, so I could not accept you as you were. I started drinking
a lot of champagne.

My darkest fears started coming true. I have always tried to love truly and do the right thing; still I am always the one
who gets hurt. Maybe I am too self-centered to see other people’s pain.

THE CABINET OF DOCTOR CALIGARI

Every time I see a notification alert, I think it is you and my heart sinks.

A bitter tiny cup of espresso that smells like pea berry. The aroma is intoxicating. I am forced to enjoy this cup as it
is supposed to be the best. Water through the primordial ooze of seven acidic continents. Ocean liners drawing leaf
patterns in the foam of international waters. My eyes are struggling to focus.

Time does not pass so I post random status messages about my mental health to get your attention.
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BOX SHAPED HEART

I think you do not want to talk to me anymore. I keep a key in my jacket’s pocket and press it hard between my
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fingers. This calms my heart.

SHELF LIFE 			

I looked up at the sky that night and all I could see were hearts breaking.

										

SIDDHARTHA LAL

Reading Wuthering Heights seemed appropriate for the situation.
Then you told me you found someone new. Someone you did not love which according to you makes the relationship
a lot easier. You said there was too much love between us, which tore us apart. I couldn’t figure out your obscure
reasoning so I told you to get shock therapy. You didn’t talk to me for a week.
You tried to kill yourself. I knew you were doing that just to get attention and procrastinate from the tasks you had to
finish.
I woke up that morning with a strange feeling in my heart. Knew something bad was about to happen.
I dread break up emails from you.
You told me to fix you and I told you I did not have the time or the energy. Then you told me to go find someone new
which hurt even more.
I am scared of loss. Scared to lose someone I have become attached to.
Please talk to me. Please...!

Dedicated to and inspired by Anton Chekhov’s Lean and Fat and Siddharth Chowdhary’s Damsel in Distress.

You had to admit it. Sitting astride the weather-beaten and woebegone LML Vespa, the immense figure of Mohit
Singh had looked comical that evening. From the vantage point of my terrace, it seemed as if a caricature was
negotiating its way through the traffic, its head bobbing up and down like a jack-in-the-box every time the scooter hit
one of the numerous potholes on the road leading up to my house. Although he could very easily afford a more userfriendly means of transportation, Mohit Singh had for some reason decided that riding that sputtering, soot-spewing
relic meant staying true to his roots. He was a tad old fashioned and slightly sentimental.
Here, I must tell you something about Mohit Singh. If I was the hump of the bell curve, he probably made up its rear
end. If I was unrefined, he could be best described as tribal. And if I had a thing for breasts, he probably had a fetish.
He was the friendly mawali from my school days who now studied law at Lucknow University during the day and
popped the cherry of hapless university hostel inmates at night. Once, while visiting home during my semester break,
I had seen his photograph in the local edition of The Times of India. He had been accused of forcibly evicting some
girls from Kailash Hostel because they wouldn’t vote for him. Mindful of the repercussions, I had made sure that the
newspaper disappeared before my parents could get hold of it. Later, over a plate of mutton kebabs, Mohit Singh told
me he had been appointed the secretary of the Lucknow chapter of Akhil Bhartiya Vidyarthi Parishad in recognition of
his achievements. I had winced perceptibly.

The city plays a significant role in shaping the characters of people like Mohit Singh. People with vague ambitions who
make the mistake of staying put for far too long. It seeps into their person and makes itself comfortable, like the soggy,
musty smell of winter clothes. And like all benevolent mothers, the city also begins to mirror the stunted desires of its
children. When you realise the inevitable, it is probably several years too late.
Seeped in culture and heritage that are steadily losing ground to the western ideal of conformity, Lucknow is, for
the most part, a sleepy town. If Beijing has a bunch of CEOs riding their bicycles to work in order to cut down on
pollution, I am sure Avadh has its fair share of environmentally conscious babus who paddle leisurely on deserted
roads so they have an excuse for reaching office late. Hardened veterans like me aren’t so easily fooled by misleading
names, like Shiraz-e Hind or Constantinople of the East, which have been made popular by glossy tourist magazines
found in airport lounges. Bhai, Lucknow is Lucknow. What is this Constantinople business? I don’t know what they
are supposed to imply now anyway. Some long lost connection with the Ottoman Empire that even the Turks have
forgotten – that is my guess.
This lethargy is contagious and spreads its evil wings most conspicuously during the interminable summer afternoons.
Unpardonably efficient management executives in black suits, such as the ones found behind the glass facades of
Delhi conference rooms, would probably drag their feet along the empty corridors while drinking bael juice, were they
to find themselves in Lucknow on such afternoons.
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You will probably say: To see is to believe. Well, I think I am too lazy to argue otherwise. But I do know of a particular
vegetable vendor who is too indolent to even bargain with his patrons. So much so that his stall at the weekly Chinhat
Bazaar has developed something along the lines of a cult following. Even though his wares are second rate at best,
I make it a point to buy my tomatoes and baingan from him. No matter what people say, I do play a key role in
preserving the city’s culture.
As if this pathological defect were not enough, the famed tehzeeb of the erstwhile Nawabs still clings to its denizens
like a burr. Only yesterday, mother was boxing a kid’s ears for addressing his elder brother a tad disrespectfully. “Let
his mother pull out his ears,” I protested. “Kids, these days, I tell you,” was all she offered in response, leaving me
to wonder whether the sarcasm was intended for me or the poor brat who was still nursing his ear. I have also heard
of katta-toting university lafangas from Habibullah Hostel at Lucknow University who put a bullet in some poor guy’s
ass just because he was a “tu-tadaka” person. I agree – such extreme measures might seem unwarranted. But though
the influx of uncouth elements from the East has done little to harm the town’s consolidated reputation, the younger
generation no longer considers it fashionable to be either modest or ‘cultured’. It dresses up in fluorescent Adidas
sweatshirts bought at half-price from the footpath vendors at Janpath and does not give two hoots about the “pehle
aap” routine. Bhai, this is their definition of culture. I must admit, Mirza Sajjad Ali is probably turning over in his
grave right now.

It has been some time since I moved back home. My mother had suddenly been taken sick and unwittingly provided
me with an excuse to shy away from responsibilities that really mattered. To avoid wasting my precious time, I took up
a provisional teaching position at a local university and the monotony of the tedious routine served well its purpose
of distracting me from other existential dilemmas in my life. The girls, well versed in fashion advice from their siblings
or friends in Delhi and Bombay, were an added attraction. With time, my mother recovered and my services were no
longer required. But no one asked me to leave, either out of Lakhnavi courtesy or plain indifference, and so I stuck
around, under the pretext of trying to find the answers to the proverbial questions. Every now and then, though,
a memory or voice breaks through the barriers and shatters the world that I have constructed with such care and
precision.
That evening was one such assault on my patience. By the time I had climbed downstairs, Mohit Singh had burst into
my house like his dick was on fire. He offered my mother his greetings, touched her feet after a moment’s hesitation,
earned her approving smile as a reward, and closed the door to my room before describing in explicit detail the
cleavage of a girl he had seen on the street outside.
“Bhai, you got awesome babes in this locality. I must get a plot here.”
“I think so,” I tried sounding reasonably interested in his plans. “That is not why you’ve come, is it?”
“Arey, no. I was passing by and thought of picking you up. Samar aaya hua hai. Milne chaloge?” he asked.
“Huh? Samar. From school? Wasn’t he studying somewhere abroad?” I replied, feigning ignorance.
“So? I think he is doing his PhD. Some stupid subject like Urdu literature under the Nawabs. I talked to him on the
phone. Come here for field work, he tells me. He’s brought along a firang too. Field work, you know,” Mohit Singh
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wrapped up the evening news bulletin with a suggestive wink.
Growing up in the backwaters of Vikas Nagar, Samar Chowdhary and I had been inseparable, like the proverbial peas
in a pod. It was Samar who had introduced me to the enigmatic world of Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie one
fine Tuesday morning. I had, in turn, got him hooked to Sweety Supari and Big Fun bubble gum. Had we been a little
more effeminate, we would have probably come up with a “Best Friends Forever” pact. Fate, it seems, is not without
a sense of irony. Just when I was on the verge of buying us matching friendship bands, Mohit Singh barged into my
life. His world of dadagiri, blue films and bhang made an impression on me that was rivalled only by Sherlock Holmes
himself. By the time the drugs had run their course, I was too far gone.
“Is he here long?”
“How the hell would I know?” he said, disappointed that I was not too interested in Samar’s firang.
“I have papers to grade this week,” I lied apprehensively. “These fachchas in college are so stupid. It gives me a
migraine correcting their papers. Tumhe maloom hai kya situation hai,” I added as an afterthought.
Now Mohit Singh had the uncanny ability of seeing through lies. A long time ago, while I was still young and civilised,
I had made an excuse to avoid sharing Akanksha’s phone number with him because he wanted to “have fun at night
by leaving her blank calls”. Under the comforting shade of a neem tree in the football field of our school, he had
stood silently and watched my ass getting beaten to a pulp by some seniors over another mindless act of mine. He
had come to my aid only when the hooligans had had their fill. His Godfather-like silence had made things crystal
clear to me. Ek haath de, ek haath le. That was partly the reason I was still stuck with him, for better or worse. He was
a good person to have on speed-dial if you were in a sticky spot on a cold winter night. That and because he was one
of my last remaining ties with sanity. As long as he was there, I had hope. And hope so often proves to be a weapon
more potent than fear. It was indeed pathetic that I, heir to the legacy of Nawab Wajid Ali Shah, found it acceptable
to find solace in someone else’s misery.
“Filhaal, he is in town for a month”, Mohit said, scarcely interested in the IQ of my fachchas and still unsure if I was
making up an excuse or was indeed tied up in work. “There’s lot of time to fuck around. Talking about fucking, I
am taking him and his firang to a bar tonight. One of the few in Lucknow. Chalo bey, sahi rahega! But if you are not
coming, I must get going. Your loss.”
“I’ll catch up with him some other time. We have a lot to talk about,” I lied again.
With another suggestive wink, he was off, leaving me to wonder about my long and eventful association with Samar
Chowdhary. Samar, the obedient student and son, had disapproved of my new acquaintances but stuck by me anyway.
I was a lost sheep and he considered himself to be my shepherd. Discovering the pleasures of life later in college, he
would joke about his scruples with his beer buddies and tell them tales about our ever lasting friendship every time
the mood became a little too sombre because somebody had cussed Che Guevara. He even got to know Mohit Singh
better and insisted that all three of us ‘hang out’ together every time he visited Lucknow.
Samar’s prudence, though, served him in good stead for it prevented him from losing his way during the most crucial
period in his life. So while Samar became the star who had lain dormant far too long, the ship of my glory languished
in the doldrums where no wind caught its sail and no storm threatened to capsize it. Ah, the cloying sentimentality of
nostalgia.
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To his credit, Samar wrote to me often, waxing eloquent about his exploits in several parts of the world. He would tell
me how he had met a Ghanian-Dutch person on one of his trips to the ‘continent’ who had taught him how to catch
fish with his bare hands. And how he had slept with a Czech girl because she had that quaint eastern European accent
he had always found to be intolerably arousing. I even have a postcard from when he attended some god-forsaken
music festival and listened to Gilmour play Learning To Fly live. To compound my agony, frequent updates on agents
of social evil, such as Facebook, kept me on my toes. I have been a busy man these past few years.

Bhai, what was I supposed to respond with? Not that I was jealous or anything. My outings were limited to thrice

a month film screenings by GNKS, short for the Gomti Nagar Kalyan Samiti, where I found men coming from work
in their windswept and defeated shirts and cursing the heat under their breath while they saw Trois Couleurs. It was
frighteningly incongruous to watch these men attend the Kubrick or Kiéslowski screenings so devotedly and then go
back to their humdrum jobs and tedious lives which had little to do with the world of movies they so enthusiastically
discussed over a bowl of peanuts. It seemed as if these outings had become something they had to do, like eating
chicken curry on Saturday nights. “Boss, cinema by Wong Kar-wai has to be slow. They are ‘slice of life’ movies.
If you want masala, go see something by Farah Khan. These movies give you a sense of culture,” Mr. Tewari had
recently been found admonishing Anmol Pandey when he had complained about Chungking Express.
As I sat in my room, my fictional papers waiting to be graded, a few lines came to mind: ‘Faced with such mature
experience of the world, such casual yet intimate knowingness, I felt the fragility of my own personality, my lack of
opinions and taste.’

“Oh, I have been great! Nothing to complain about, really. Bruges was quite spectacular. Just like one would imagine
it to be. The thesis should be wrapped up this year… you know about the PhD, right? Seems like it has gone on
forever. Oh, yes. Natasha, this exchange student from my university, wanted to see the real India. Imagine that
happening. So I asked her to tag along. The university is paying for it all anyway. You should meet her. You guys will
get along well.”
All this was said with the air of composure of someone who knew he could get on people’s nerves and still get away
with it. So my irritation was not entirely unwarranted.
“Yeah, what makes you think that?” I tried hiding the sarcasm in my voice.
“Just the fact that you guys have so many similar interests. She is a big fan of Holmes, by the way. That reminds me.
We went to 221B Baker Street last fall. It was quite an experience. Listen, we should get together sometime. Can you
score some pot in this place? We could listen to Floyd, reminisce about the old days. It will be great. I try never to be
too busy with the thesis. Does that work for you?”
“I don’t smoke pot anymore, Samar. I live with my parents, remember? Anyway, I have papers to grade.
These fachchas in my college are so stupid. It gives me a migraine correcting their papers. Tumhe maloom hai kya
situation hai.”
I could probably recite those lines by heart.

While I was deep in thought, contemplating their poignancy, I heard my mother shout. Samar had finally called. “That
rascal Mohit,” I muttered, before picking up the receiver.

“Tell me about it. I had this pseudo-communist grad student last semester who insisted that Che was wrong in
starting the revolution in Bolivia. Her ignorance really bothered me. She would say…”

“Hello? Shanu?”

“Listen, I will call you. Mom’s calling me for dinner. We will catch up sometime.”

“Hi, Samar. I had been expecting your call. Mohit told me you were visiting.”

I cut short our conversation that had shown all signs of becoming tedious very soon. Bhai, even Freud said that we
draw several aspects of our personality from a ‘cauldron full of seething excitations.’ Who am I to deny them that
right? I was just trying to look after my peace of mind. You don’t have to be so judgmental.

“Of course, he told you. He doesn’t seem to have changed one bit. What a character, isn’t he?”
“He is rather prone to scrutiny. But that is one of the perks, I guess.”
“Yes, yes. We are planning to go out sometime this week. He told me you had some pending work. It would be nice if
you could manage to find some time.”
“I will try, though I am afraid I cannot promise anything,”
“Ah, still as afraid of committing to things, I see. Never mind, we have time. But tell me. How have you been? It’s
been ages since you wrote back to me. I was under the impression you liked writing letters.
”He knew I hated the question and I hated him more for putting me in a tight spot. Now more than ever. But I tried
being polite.
“Oh, things just kept slipping past my mind. There were studies. Then Mom’s illness took us all by surprise. I have
been rather occupied since then. Fortunately. Teaching, grading, getting frustrated. I am trying to get by. But how
about you? I got your postcard from Bruges. That must have been nice.”
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Like the town I belonged to, my understanding of culture and intellect had come to be confined by the kind of people
that surrounded me. For the most part, characters like Mohit Singh constituted the majority faction. Everything else
seemed distant and alien. I despised those incandescent sweatshirts that were tailored by Ijaz Miya in Kaiserbagh. Yet,
I had gradually lost my identity to the crowd that insisted on sporting them everywhere it went. But while they had
accepted their reality and revelled in it with a certain heart-warming honesty, I was hell bent on being crippled by my
pipe-dreams that would most probably never be realised. I was gradually becoming one of those disaffected people
who have high flung idealistic notions about culture and sophistication that have little to do with the realities of their
lives. People whose ideals had come to naught because of too much thinking and not enough action. I’ll admit,
Lucknow still has a lot to teach me.

Boss, that is the long version of why I dreaded meeting Samar. Yes, I lied. But what would we talk about? We had long
outgrown the Sweety Supari phase. There was little in common now. He had been part of a larger world whose
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rough edges and fine nuances I could not even begin to fathom. Meeting old friends, with their new and varied
accomplishments, had somehow become a chore. People like Mohit Singh and places like Lucknow had silently slid
into this void and consolidated their presence with their simplistic experiences and needs. Besides, Samar had met
Fidel Castro, that living relic of the Cuban Revolution. How could I ever live with that?
One night after dinner, my mother thought it wise to engage me in some small talk.
“How is Samar, Shanu?” she enquired.
She was not feeling too well so I thought to humour her. “Fine. He’s here because of his dissertation. Some field work
thing. He is planning to wrap it up this year.”
“Achha? Badhiya hai. He has made something of his life, hasn’t he?
I could see where this conversation was going. But I turned a blind eye anyway.
“He has done well for himself. If that is what he wants.”
The ambiguity of answer served its purpose well for she stayed silent for a few minutes before embarking on her
assault again.
“So is he planning to get married soon?”
All conversations with my mother in the last few months had somehow come to be punctuated by this question.
Usually, I’d make up some weird story about true love being lost or brides being burnt because of inadequate dowry,
and speak in great detail about the cruel injustice of it all until her sense of righteousness had been reasonably
wounded by the grotesque things people were doing to each other. But that night, my mind was wandering
somewhere else.
“I don’t know. Didn’t get the chance to ask him.”
“He wouldn’t have any trouble finding anyone,” my mother began. “I mean, he has travelled. He has a PhD in
literature. He’s had a lot of experience. I suppose you could say he is an intellectual…”
I promptly made a beeline for my room and proceeded to humour the ever-faithful Gold Flake in order to cloud my
insecurities. Lucknow would so disapprove.

FROM PULP TO POSTMODERN: UNFOLDING AND BEYOND 		
										

OMER WAHAJ

Todæg, ure Fæder gyltendum urum, costnunge us urne gedæghwamlican. Hé swang his píl and ábéatan us, calic of
coltemære in brád.
He turned us into steres, our fader, we his yong sons, him leading us through sties of shadow. H’was nat lowely,
curteis, nor servysable but had greet strenghte. Somtyme he’d make songes and syng them in hoote nyghts, somtyme
namoore.
“Father,” said I humbly, doting on him the day I turned twenty. “I do beseech thee. Fare us well, for t’was a wretched
curse, that lecherous disease that doth murdered thy fair maiden, my mother. Ne’er have thee wherefore been so full
of wine that yonder doth overfloweth. Doth shalt not dare to carouse with thine neighbor, so please pray pardon thy
son oft on the morrow, as thy presence becomes unbearable.”
“Dear sir,” he said to me. “I acknowledge what you have said to me, having read your words in the multitude of
letters since yore that lie before me. Hereby you have made it clear by your intimations as to how you regard me.
Before today, I had thought of you as my favourite son, the sole possessor of all my fortune. I never suspected that
you would deem me so devoid of being properly proud of you, my son. Perchance you’ve determined to revoke your
respect for my actions. I hope it was with full deliberation and not in precipitate haste. I shall oblige completely, my
son, and shall henceforth live with the knowledge that you have expelled me forever. Farewell.”
His words rained acid upon my heart and tears welled up in my eyes. “Father,” I began, but he stopped me with a
single motion of his hand. He turned his gaze so that I could not see him cry. I turned mine to save him from seeing
the regret on my face. My chest deflated, a burden like no other attached itself to my shoulders. As I walked out of
the house my father had banished me from, I thought of the days I had spent growing up in this very house. Laughter
from my childhood echoed from my old bedroom, turning into wistful sobs as it reached the large hall. Memories of
my mother lying on a hospital bed in the guest room coughing up her cancer followed me out of the house. Damn
you, father, I cried in my heart. Why did you have to become this way? Why couldn’t you love me more, like any father
would a son? I will learn to survive, but will I ever learn to love?
Kilo, my faithful Labrador, stopped me in the driveway. “Where are you off to?” he asked me, his tail wagging excitedly
behind him. I told him what had happened. He began to tell me a story. There was once a monkey who went to the
land of the wolves. The monkey was afraid that the wolves might hurt him, but he soon found out that the wolves did
not really care enough about the monkey and mostly ignored him. The monkey was relieved and this gave him a lot of
confidence, after which he visited many other lands, including those of the rats, the dogs, the foxes and the horses.
The monkey began enjoying meeting all these new animals, but he was always afraid, probably because he kept
dreaming about being a newt, or maybe a caterpillar. Or was it a butterfly? Kilo wasn’t sure. The monkey eventually
had to come back to his own land, which made him both happy and sad. Happy because he was back where he
belonged and sad because he wanted so many things that other animals had in their lands. The moral of Kilo’s story
was that everyone had to come home in the end and live with his or her memories so it was better to bring back good
ones. Perhaps Kilo was wishing that I wouldn’t go and stay. Perhaps he hoped I’d be back soon. I secretly wanted to
believe that too.
By the time I reached the bus station, it was dark. The air was still and damp, static electricity buzzing that raised the
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hair on the back of my neck. As I stood in the glass cubicle, lightning cracked its whip in front of me, the thunder
following a few seconds later. It was, after all, going to be a dimly lit and tempestuous night. Fog had descended on
the road by the time the bus arrived, squeaking and clattering ominously through the haze. The door opened and I
stepped inside. The driver was wearing a long-sleeved jacket with its collar tucked up over his neck and a large cap
that covered most of his face. I didn’t have the exact change for the fare and told him as much. He turned to look
at me, spreading his long, spindly, bony fingers with his palm up, gesturing me to give him the money. Upon seeing
his strange hands, my gaze automatically went to his face. His eyes were smoldering pieces of red coal and his
face was all bones, no skin. His lipless mouth broke into a smile, bearing his crooked teeth with large gaps in some
places. A cockroach skirted out of this lipless cavity and quickly went inside one of his nostrils. I put the money in his
outstretched hand and without waiting for him to hand me the change, quickly stepped up the bus. A few other odd
passengers were scattered over the seats in the bus. I avoided their stares and took a seat in a corner at the back. A
couple sat in the seat across from mine on the other side of the aisle. Light from the passing lampposts flickered on
the couple’s faces and I saw that the woman held an infant in her arms. The baby would break out in sporadic bursts
of crying when the man would try to take it away from the woman. “It is not time yet,” she repeated continuously,
refusing to hand the baby to the man, her sharp fingernails scraping over the baby’s neck. A few minutes before my
stop, I was startled by a shrill, screeching scream of the baby, which was suddenly cut short and followed by a gurgling
and gasping noise that reminded me of carotid Bakr-Eid mornings. I glanced over at the family a little while later, as I
was walking up to the front of the bus to get off. In the pale light, I saw the baby lying in their arms, white and deathly
still; the lips of the couple were red, with blood dripping down their chins.
It was dawn by the time I reached the hotel in the city. The receptionist was quite normal-looking, that is if orange
hair, lip piercings, a tattoo on half the face, black eyeliner several inches thick and layered equally deep under the
eyes, and eyelashes poking out like freshly laid grass through a pile of manure could be considered normal. “Care to
fill this out, sir?” he asked me and handed me a form that was not much of a form but a hefty stack of thick yellow
pages stuck to a clipboard. “I’m here to get a room, not to apply for a job at NASA,” I told him. He informed me that
this was their standard form and I had to fill it in completely, in triplet, sign it, get it notarized, have the information
verified by the Ministry of Local Affairs, attach my background check corroborated by the police – who had to issue a
certificate stating that I hadn’t committed any kind of a crime – and the anti-terrorist outfit – who must ascertain that
I was not a terrorist – and finally, have a medical examiner attest that I was in sound health, both in body and mind.
I left the hotel and took up a room at a luxurious rest house nearby that was reserved for high ranking government
officials only; it was easier to fake being an influential minister than fill out the form. As I unpacked my bag, I thought
of a theory which states that if you keep talking to a piece of furniture, say, a chair, for a certain number of times, say
n, the chair will, in due course, talk back to you. The only catch was that this will always occur at your (n+1)th try.
I once tried to ask an armoire the secret of the universe 41 times; it never replied, but I know it’d have spilled the
beans had I made the 42nd attempt.
The city was full of strange creatures. I went to a nearby restaurant for some breakfast where fairies, or perhaps
they were pixies, flew about, their delicate rainbow-tinted wings buzzing as they took orders from customers. A
strange soothing music was coming out from one of the corners but there were no speakers or jukebox anywhere. It
sounded like Handel’s Water Music but I was sure it wasn’t. Sounds of nature – birds tweeting, insects humming and
leaves rustling – supplemented by an ethereal flute transported one sitting in the restaurant to a vast meadow, with
lush grass as far as the eyes could see. Unicorns played with mermaids at the edge of the deep green sea, centaurs
chased the nymphs in the woodlands, and gnomes tended the flowers. The fauns – of course, it was the fauns playing
the mesmerizing music. In these fantastic surroundings, the breakfast of lembas and Turkish delights served with a
thousand-year old mead was heavenly.
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As I walked out of the restaurant, a heavy-set man wearing a yellow trench coat and fedora hat came at me like a
plowing tractor in a cornfield. “You new in town?” he asked, flicking his cigarette with his left hand. “No, been here
a while,” I lied. I didn’t trust him. He didn’t look the trustworthy sort. “Whatever,” he said. “Here, take this. I don’t
have much time. Be at this address at exactly 9pm tonight.” He thrust a small black diary in my hand and hurried off
looking around furtively like a zebra making sure it was not being watched by lions. Back at my lodge, I opened the
diary. It was hollow and the pages inside had been cut out to make space for something octagonal, perhaps a small
ring case. The socket was empty but there was an address scribbled at the bottom - 745 Sherok Lane. I did not like
this, not one bit. Whatever the game was, I did not want to get involved. I hated playing games anyway. I put the diary
down and spent the day unpacking and organizing the room. I tried to put the strange man and his mysterious diary
out of my mind. I decided food would help so I ordered pizza at around 6 pm. It was delicious. By 8:30, I was out in
the street, walking towards the dangerous underbelly of the city. I had no choice. I had to see this through.
They told me that people didn’t mind brain surgery. I never believed that. The 12-foot bronze and copper trees
would never allow it. My grandmother had turned into one of those copper trees. She began to take roots one day
while putting up her laundry to dry in the cellar, far from the furnace. She remained there for the next many years,
until we finally decided to move from that house. I later found out that they destroyed it to make space for a new
dolphin sanctuary. The dolphins never really liked it there so they all left a few months later. Not to outer space, as
some would have you believe. No, they just went closer to the ocean so as to be near their beloved king and queen.
Royalty is not always about waves and frolicking. Sometimes they have to take time to remember what is not their
own; things that can only be described as abstract. Anger, love, pining, death, these are all metaphysical constructs
that do not reside in any physical dimensions. Your mind holds the key but the locks have been lost since the
beginning of time.
I looked at my watch. It was exactly 9 pm. I was standing at the designated place when I heard a strange hum. It
seemed to be coming from all directions at once. A beam of light shone down on me like a spotlight on top of the
stage. At first I thought it was a helicopter but helicopters wouldn’t move like that, without any rotors, air or noise.
The light continued to increase in intensity, until I felt like my head was going to explode with all that light entering
my eyes. Just as I felt like I was going to die, I found myself teleported in a small, dimly lit place. As my eyes began
to adjust to the dark, I saw strange knobs, dials and screens that blipped, blooped, and flickered in the background.
Most of the equipment was labeled in a strange language that I couldn’t read. It felt like I was on some kind of a
plane, but none of the words made any sense. It was not like any other script I had ever seen before and looked rather
like something a child might have squiggled. Suddenly, two pairs of eyes appeared in the darkness and looked straight
down at me. I cringed when I saw that both the eyes were attached to the same head, which resembled a large,
elongated gray egg. If it was a face, I could not see any nose, mouth, or ears. Bony protrusions, most likely arms,
protruded from the side of the egg. I wasn’t able to count them all, but there must have been at least ten on each
side. Each of the long spindly “arms” ended in a different looking “hand.” One ended in a scalpel-like appendage,
one had three prongs, a pincher was attached to another and scissor-like tools could be seen at the end of one of
them. “Relax,” a voice said in my head. “We are not going to hurt you. We are the Sois Erm E race from the other
side of your galaxy. We come in peace. You don’t need you to take us to your leader. Don’t worry. It will all be over
soon.” I closed my eyes and tried to scream but no voice escaped my throat. I don’t know what happened next, but I
must have passed out in fear and pain.
The next morning, I packed my bags again and took the bus back to my town. Life at home might be hard, but I was
not ready to face the real world yet.
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THE VESTIGES OF POWER - A TRIBUTE TO ANNA KARENINA
							

BASSAM F. SIDIKI

‘Ah,’ said the Duke. The three were silent again for a while. The silence was broken by the recognizable click-clack of
Balmorals. Relic, the chubby footman, appeared in the doorway. The royal family knew he was there, but did not care
to look up.

I

‘Your Excellencies, the jet is ready. Also, there is a letter for the princess, from the university,’ he said and elegantly
walked toward Alexis to hand her the beige envelope.

Crown Princess Alexis of the Isles of Melrose sat dejectedly at the large mahogany table for breakfast in her favorite
red satin nightgown. Her mother the Queen Regnant Ameliora sat across from her, quietly finishing the last of her
scrambled eggs. At the head of the table, her father was holding an electronic tablet in his left hand and in his right a
spoon from which he audibly slurped the tomato soup he loved to have on warm Melrose mornings.

‘A letter?’ Alexis said with some delight as she took the envelope from Relic’s gloved hands. ‘Thank you, Relic. And
please ask Rosina to get my clothes out for the flight. And my favorite wig as well.’

‘What are you reading, DD?’ Ameliora asked her husband, calling him by his goofy nickname that in no small measure
added to the constant emasculation he suffered at the hands of the queen. It so happened that Princess Alexis’s father
was a duke, and his first name was also Duke.

‘It’s from the university’s Society for Mediterranean Nations. It is personally addressed to me,’ she finally said.

Duke Duke took another slurp of his tomato soup and answered, coldly, with his gaze still fixed on the tablet, ‘The
Washington Post. There’s a rather hilarious article about the clock tower at Alexis’s university.’ He then looked up at
his daughter, who was playing with her newly grown hair and thoughtfully staring into her bowl of milk and Coco-Pops
as she rearranged the cereal into different shapes.
Alexis hated cereal, but she had gotten used to it; she had been forced to take it to avoid the constipation caused by
her chemotherapy. She repeatedly moved the remaining Coco-Pops which were finally silent after their continuous
snap and crackle. The cereal grains swirled around in the bowl and when they settled, Alexis stared at them deeply
like a gypsy gazes into a crystal ball in a moment of clairvoyance; the soggy, brown ovals had taken the form of the
Isles of Melrose – a tiny cluster of islands, in the vastness of the Mediterranean Sea, which even a proficient navigator
would find difficult to locate on a map. Alexis felt rather insignificant. She put her spoon down and stopped playing
with her breakfast.
She had begun to hate her country. She had begun to hate it all, and could not wait to leave for Washington. They
very thought of resuming her education in the city considered to be the seat of world power invigorated her, but
something was amiss.
‘Please smile, my love,’ said the Duke. ‘The wait is finally over. You’re all better now, and you are going to the
university of your dreams. Did you read this article about the clock tower? It is bound to cheer you up.’
‘I did,’ she said in her matter of fact tone. ‘Someone successfully steals the clock hands every five to six years. It’s a
tradition.’
‘I see,’ said the Duke. ‘Have you been in touch with the admissions office?’
‘Yes, father.’
‘And the oncologist?’ said the Queen.
‘Her, too. We have an appointment with her first thing tomorrow morning.’
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‘Very well, Princess,’ he said and left. The Duke and Queen looked excitedly at their daughter, happy to see her smile
after a very long time. Alexis hurriedly unfastened the sealed envelope with a paper knife.

‘Well, what does it say?’ asked the queen.
‘Dear Princess Alexis,’ she began reading. ‘We are pleased that you have chosen our university as your home for
the next four years. We welcome you to join the Society for Mediterranean Nations where your talents and influence
will prove to be an invaluable asset. We look forward to seeing you in our regular meetings and to have your much
awaited input on innovative ways to further the diplomatic objectives of our ancient society. Should you need any
help, or have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us via the university directory. All the best. Yours
sincerely, Mark Zachary, President – Society for Mediterranean Nations.’
‘Mark Zachary?’ the queen exclaimed before her daughter had even put down the letter.
‘Yes, the heir to the non-existent throne of Willherst Republic.’ said Alexis.
‘Of course,’ said the Duke. ‘I see that they made him President this year. Ambitious young man, he is.’
‘Well, so much for democracy,’ said the Queen Regnant. ‘We must get ready. I will go wake Alexander, the child
simply doesn’t want to get up this morning.’
As they sat in the jet, Alexis looked at her little brother as she always did: with mixed feelings. Alexander was almost
a year old now. Her parents had decided to have him when she was diagnosed with cancer two years earlier. The
whole idea disgusted her; that her destiny was inextricably linked with that of her country’s, that while she was on her
deathbed, her parents had made love in their bed to ensure that the malignant blood in her veins would not affect the
survival of the royal family. The cure of her disease was less important than the need for an heir to the throne. She
had no significance as an individual, but only as a figurehead for her country.
She felt tattered and fragmented, like the islands she was destined to rule. No physician could glue up her pieces
together and make her feel whole again. Two years of absolute detachment from all human contact, apart from her
little family, had left her hollow inside. Something was amiss.
She lightly shook her head as she always did to wake up from her usual trance. She tried to block the morbid thoughts
and took out her electronic tablet. She looked up Mark Zachary in the university directory and emailed him about her
imminent arrival on campus.
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‘Alexis,’ said the queen. ‘Did you call Pavlov before boarding?’

‘I don’t really care anymore,’ said Zachary. ‘Interesting choice of hat on this warm autumn day.’

The princess did not look up from the tablet, and said, ‘I did not. I have been so excited I must have forgotten. I will
call him once we land, to be sure.’

Alexis giggled. ‘It’s one of Philip Treacy’s designs. I find them hard to resist. I like your choice of jacket and sneakers,
if I may say so myself. I’ve never seen plaid shoes or a purple jacket on a man before.’

She was betrothed to her cousin Pavlov, the Count of Sever. She had not forgotten; she had not called her fiancé of
her own accord, because he never really took a genuine interest in her life. She had been waiting for him to call and
say farewell, but he hadn’t. They had met at a ball at the Greek Embassy the day before and had parted with mutual
feelings of amicability. Alexis wasn’t sure if those feelings had lasted as she browsed through photos of Mark on the
university blog. She then stumbled on a picture of herself with the subtitle ‘Melrose throne heir apparent to attend
in the fall.’ She smiled and switched the tablet off as she went into another trance, yearning to hear the peaceful,
gushing sounds of the famous Machiavelli Fountain in the university courtyard.

Zachary smiled. ‘I’ve been told my statements are a bit loud, but being a leader of any group warrants that, don’t you
think? I think you of all people can relate.’

II
‘I would be happy to show you around and introduce to the rest of the Mediterranean Society,’ Zachary had replied
to Alexis’s email. He had never felt nervous before in his life, but he did at that moment as he waited outside the gate
of the cancer clinic.
The glass doors parted as the princess exited the building, breaking the necks of many a passerby. The photographs
have never done her justice, Zachary thought. No one could have predicted that this young woman had a blood
disorder. She was dressed in a white business suit and white high heels. Her fringe haircut wig looked totally natural,
and upon the wig she wore a rather peculiar black satin hat. The eyeliner and her pale skin, at that time particularly
flushed, along with her shiny apparel made her appear as something quite otherworldly. Zachary felt intimidated.

‘Of course. My hat bears witness to it.’
They laughed as they chatted and walked more. Students, running about the campus with their backpacks, gave them
looks of awe and admiration.
‘Alex, do you know what my favorite spot is on campus?’
‘The Machiavelli fountain?’ Alexis said.
‘You know me like the back of your hand, princess. We’re here.’ Zachary said as they approached the forlorn
courtyard. They took a seat on a bench just by the fountain and contemplated. She looked at him as he stared at the
waves of the fountain. His eyes were small and jet black, and his stubble gave his smile a philosophical, all-knowing
disposition.
‘Very peaceful, isn’t it?’ Zachary said.
‘Very,’ Alexis said. ‘Have you found a roommate yet?’

‘Princess,’ he said with so much composure that it surprised him. He almost bowed to her when she extended her
hand to him confidently.

‘I have a room all to myself. My therapy suppresses my immune system, so I am very susceptible to infection if
exposed to… people too much.’ Alexis said quickly in her characteristic tone.

‘Please, call me Alex. I have had enough of the royal niceties,’ she said and chuckled. Her big hazel eyes sparkled
with life. Alexis looked intently at Zachary. He was a man of medium stature with a broad chest that seemed to burst
out of his white button-down shirt, over which he was wearing a purple blazer. He wore jeans and plaid sneakers.

‘Of course. Don’t mind me mentioning this but the world was shocked when you were hospitalized for…’ Zachary
broke off.

‘Mark. So nice to finally meet you. I hope your flight was comfortable, and your visit to the doctor’s,’ Zachary said, in
perfect American accent, as they started their walk around the campus.
‘Yes, to both. The doctor is nice,’

‘The pneumonia? It’s all in the past now.’ Alexis smiled. ‘Why do they call it the Machiavelli fountain? Strange name
to for a fountain in America, the land of the free. It is a rather ill omen.’
‘It’s one of the as yet unsolved mysteries of this campus. Are you interested in drama, Alex?’
‘Of course.’

‘I’m glad to hear that. Why don’t I see your parents?’
‘They had to leave early; royal… stuff, as you Americans say it,’ Alexis said and then realized Zachary was not
originally American. ‘I meant, as the Americans say it.’
Zachary chuckled and said, ‘No, no, you’re right. Ever since the monarchy was abolished at Willherst and I came
here, I have begun to feel like a true American myself. If democracy has to be the order of the day, I’d prefer the
American version to any other.’

‘Well, the performing arts group has adapted Anna Karenina into a play. I have tickets for it. Would you like to come?
Other members of the Mediterranean will be there too.’ ‘I’d love to,’ Alexis said.
III
Alexis reflected on the happenings of the entire day in her dorm room. She had left in the middle of the second act
of the play, where Anna and Vronsky had consummated their relationship. She had felt tired from her therapy and
excused herself from the nice Mediterranean students.

‘I see,’ Alexis said. ‘However, I wonder why your country didn’t just resort to constitutional monarchy.’
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Her family had already gone back home after their dinner at the White House. She was finally alone after two years of
her parents’ smothering. She did not understand her parents; while it was apparent that they loved her and did not
want anything to happen to her, they did not believe in her strength and had given life to a Plan B.
The red curtains and magenta upholstery seemed to mingle in a disturbing redness. The silence and detachment were
too overwhelming; she would have preferred a roommate to bar the thoughts that entered her head intermittently, or
the memories of her pneumonia; the coughing up of blood, the chest pain.
She had hated her parents’ smothering, but now that she had the solitude she had craved for in those two years of
bitter disease, she couldn’t take it in.
‘It’s for your own good,’ she told herself, surveying the room in which she now sat. It bothered her that loneliness
could in fact be good for anyone. She felt like a mad prisoner in solitary confinement.
Her appointment with the oncologist earlier in the day suddenly broke into her thoughts; the doctor’s voice played
repeatedly, ‘I know you’d like your college years to be… quintessential. But you do realize the limitations on intimacy
of that kind are for your own good.’
She almost shrieked as her bed began to vibrate between her thighs; it was her tablet. Her fiancé was video-calling.
She unwillingly accepted the call and waved at Pavlov’s fat little freckled face. She forced a smile as she talked, but
she was growing to detest that hairless, pink face and those blue eyes, and those freckles that were even worse than
the purple leukemic scars on her breasts. The Count of Sever was but an automaton that only cared to show its face
on the tablet screen.
She went to bed hating him, and fell asleep immediately.
But two miles away, in his off-campus apartment, Zachary lay wide awake in his bed. That night after the second act
of Anna Karenina, he was especially insomniac. He thought about Alexis with multiple feelings; love, compassion, lust
and envy.
He had never in his life met a more fascinating woman, a woman who not only attracted him, but also gave him a run
for his money. He liked it.
‘But she is betrothed,’ he whispered to himself. ‘She is betrothed. And she is immune-compromised. She is not to be
touched.’
He was bitter about the abolishment of his kingdom; he wanted a people to rule, a territory to conquer and perhaps
to purge. He wanted vengeance, and he wanted power. The meeting rooms of the Mediterranean Society or the halls
of the White House seemed too petty for a person of royal lineage. How could Alexis, with all her ill health, have the
privilege to rule millions?
IV
As the semester progressed, Zachary had forged a special friendship with Alexis who had become quite aware of his
advances, but never reproached him. Eyebrows were raised, blogs that captured this suspicious affair had not failed
to warrant the Count of Sever’s attention, and gossip was rampant in the circles of Washington’s gentry. Alexis had
stopped answering her fiancé’s video calls.
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‘You do realize it’s my last year at the university, right?’ He said to Alexis one night in her room as they sat, hands
clasped in each other’s, on the edge of the bed.
‘I know. And I feel as if it’s my last year on earth,’ Alexis said.
‘What do you mean?’ said Zachary, perplexed.
‘I don’t feel well at all, Mark.’
‘Have you talked to the doctor?’
‘She says it’s going to pass, but I doubt it will.’
Zachary pressed her head close to his chest and embraced her. She smelled the faint scent of tobacco on his button
down shirt. It soothed her.
‘It will pass. It will,’ Zachary said. ‘Do you know the Ball of Ambassadors is coming up in late December? I suggest
you get excited for that.’
‘I’ll try.’
V
Alexis put her arms on his shoulders, and he around her waist, as they gracefully waltzed about the ballroom in
Victoria Hall. It was particularly cold that night. Alexis was dressed in a black velvet gown and a Russian mink hat,
while Zachary had donned a maroon tuxedo. The princess felt light-headed, and the lifts instilled in her a kind of
vague intoxication. She had not felt as powerless as she did that night, and welcomed Zachary’s lifts. Dazed, she
rested her back-combed head on his shoulder. The Davidoff intoxicated her even more.
Zachary seemed composed, but even he was not feeling up to it. He hated the cold, and suspected he had caught
something that day. But composure was a part of who he was, and he miraculously controlled the urge to sneeze.
The entire ballroom looked in their direction. ‘But she’s betrothed!’ said one chubby girl in the clique of senator’s
daughters. ‘Does Pavlov have any idea?’
As the ball neared its end, Alexis and Zachary excused themselves and the latter escorted the princess to her room. It
had begun to snow lightly. As they crossed the fountain, Alexis noticed the inscription on one of the red bricks: ‘The
end justifies the means.’
They stood silently at the door of her room and then embraced.
‘No, I cannot. You know I cannot,’ Alexis said, and broke free from him.
‘I know, and I understand. Good night. I will see you tomorrow,’ Zachary said and left.
As he was on his way to his car, he stopped by the fountain and waited desperately for a sign. He stood there, staring
stupidly at the clouds of mist he had exhaled. Just when his hands were starting to numb, his cell phone began to ring.
Alexis was calling. He hurried back to her room and knocked on the door.
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The door flung open with a passion. Two years of disease had rendered her powerless. She knew she had only a fifty
percent chance of being cured, but she now enjoyed being the enchantress; the one to lure a weak, throne-less man
into her grasp. Her substitute for the kingdom’s future had already been born; there was absolutely no need for her
anymore. There was no need for her, and there was no need for repression. There was no need for any severance
anymore, only the warmth of a companion. She stared at the red room around her. What had initially looked like the
protective, cushioning womb of her mother, now looked like her deathbed itself.
Zachary knew he had put her in danger, but he savored the idea of such a powerful personage in his arms. His own
sadism surprised him, and the fact that he enjoyed the prospect of destroying anyone who dared to have the power
that he never possessed. He loved her, and he hated her at the same time.
Just then, he sneezed, and they stopped as if time had come to a standstill.
Alexis stared at her lover furiously and pushed him off of her. She then hurriedly put on her gown.
‘You’re sick?’ she shrieked, ‘I need to go out. This room is suffocating me. I need to go out!’
Alexis ran from the building and Zachary, with a sudden realization of guilt, pursued her. He stopped at the fountain
where Alexis was washing her face and arms with the almost-frozen water.
‘I feel hot. I can’t breathe,’ she said.
Zachary noticed that her breathing was growing shallower by the minute.‘Alex!’ he shouted and ran to hold her as she
collapsed into the fountain. She began to cough up blood, so much that the waters of Machiavelli fountain were dyed
red. Zachary called the on-campus hospital.
‘It’s too late for that,’ Alexis said as she wheezed. ‘Let me be. This is all I ever wanted.’
‘No.’
‘The means have justified an end that I no longer have to fear.’
‘But…’ Zachary’s last words to her were lost somewhere in the cold air as she coughed up more blood, and within a
minute, died in his shivering arms.
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THE BRONTES: A TALENTED TRIO 		
										

RAIYA MASROOR

The kids called it Angria. It was an imaginary world with real and fictional characters in a game they had created from
a set of toy soldiers. It was the summer of 1826, and their father had brought the toy soldiers for his son, Branwell,
who had in turn shared them with his three sisters.
Raised by a stern aunt after their mother’s death, the four children had found solace in the collection of books in their
father’s library. The kids loved reading, and it was perhaps because of this love for stories that they started spinning
their own tales. At first, the siblings wrote a play, Young Men, where the toy soldiers became characters in the
imaginary colony of Angria. Soon, they started writing elaborate stories and poems about this paracosm, where each
sibling controlled an island.
Later, the two younger sisters felt their older siblings had kept the best characters – the Duke of Wellington and
Napoleon Bonaparte – for themselves and given them inferior roles such as a grave-looking soldier called Gravey. The
little ones left Angria and created their own rebel world, Gondal.
Unfortunately, not much of the writings related to these imaginary worlds – perhaps one of the earliest forms of
fantasy fiction – have survived, but that doesn’t mean the brilliant minds behind them went unnoticed. Three of the
creators went on to join the ranks of the most renowned writers in English Literature.
These were the Brontë sisters – Charlotte, Emily and Anne – who later wrote such classics as Jane Eyre, Wuthering
Heights and The Tenant of Wildfell Hall.
Throughout their lives, the Brontë sisters continued on the magnificent literary journey they had embarked upon in
their childhood.
In Biographical Notice for Ellis and Acton Bell, Charlotte Brontë wrote in retrospect, “The highest stimulus, as well as
the liveliest pleasure we had known from childhood upwards, lay in attempts at literary composition.”
CURRER, ELLIS AND ACTON BELL
Reaching adulthood, the three girls moved to writing poems but in secrecy. In the summer of 1845, Charlotte
accidentally came upon a collection of poems written by Emily.
“I looked it over, and something more than surprise seized me, – a deep conviction that these were not common
effusions, nor at all like the poetry women generally write. I thought them condensed and terse, vigorous and
genuine… it took hours to reconcile her to the discovery I had made, and days to persuade her that such poems
merited publication,” Charlotte wrote in Biographical Notice of Ellis and Acton Bell.
Gaining encouragement by her elder sister’s approval of Emily’s poetry, Anne also showed Charlotte her work.
Charlotte had the same opinion about her youngest sister’s work, and the three of them decided to get a book
published. After the long and arduous task of finding a publisher, the three sisters finally came out with their very first
book in the summer of 1846.
The first formal publication by the Brontë sisters was titled Poems by Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell. The three sisters
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had assumed male pseudonyms to avoid the prejudice that existed against female writers at the time. The first letter of
the pen names corresponded with the first letters of their original first names.
Although this publication sold only three copies, the Brontë sisters were not discouraged.
Under the same pseudonyms as earlier, Charlotte’s Jane Eyre, Emily’s Wuthering Heights and Anne’s Agnes
Grey were all published in 1847, and fame and success soon followed.
A SLICE OF THEIR OWN LIVES
As young children, the writings of the Brontës involved brave warriors, kings,
queens and their aims and schemes to occupy faraway lands. It comes as a
surprise, then, that later on when the three sisters began writing novels, their
characters and plots were closer to real life than imagination. In fact, all the
three sisters included something out of their real life experiences in their
plots, settings and characters.
Take, for instance, the Lowood School in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre.
The cruel treatment meted out to the girls at the school was inspired by
what Charlotte witnessed at her first School, Cowan Bridge. She attended
this school with Emily and her two elder sisters, Maria and Elizabeth. The
description of Lowood in Jane Eyre runs like this:
“Our clothing was insufficient to protect us from the severe cold: we had no
boots, the snow got into our shoes and melted there: our ungloved hands
became numbed and covered with chilblains, as were our feet… Then the
scanty supply of food was distressing: with the keen appetites of growing
children, we had scarcely sufficient to keep alive a delicate invalid. From this deficiency of nourishment resulted an
abuse, which pressed hardly on the younger pupils: whenever the famished great girls had an opportunity, they would
coax or menace the little ones out of their portion.”
Their father removed both Emily and Charlotte from the school after the two elder sisters died of tuberculosis due to
the poor conditions at the institution. These deaths left a considerable impression upon Charlotte which can be felt in
the final death scene of Helen Burns, a student with Jane Eyre at Lowood School.
Elizabeth Gaskell wrote in her biography of the Brontë sisters that Helen Burns was “an exact transcript” of Maria
Brontë. Similarly, the novels Villette and The Professor were based on Charlotte’s experiences as a boarding school
teacher in Brussels.
The difficulties faced by Lucy Snowe of Villette in the fictional country of Labassecour while settling in a culture
different to her own are based upon Charlotte’s own experiences as a boarding school teacher in Belgium, and the
male protagonist of The Professor is also a teacher in a boarding school in Belgium.
Emily Brontë’s settings were also inspired from real life. The descriptions of Thrushcross Grange, Wuthering Heights
and the general descriptions of the moors in the novel are strongly coincident with that of Haworth Yorkshire, the
place where the sisters grew up.
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Over the years, several buildings located in the area have been assumed as possible contenders for Emily’s source
of inspiration. One of the possible buildings is High Sunderland Hall which was located just outside Halifax, West
Yorkshire. This building was demolished in 1951 and stood just a few miles from Law Hill House, where Emily
worked as a school teacher. The hall had a grotesque carving on its front similar to what is provided in the detailed
description of Wuthering Heights in the book. Similarly, Shibden Hall in Shibden, West Yorkshire, could have been
the inspiration for Thrushcross Grange as it is also close to Law Hill and is equivalent in grandeur and splendor to
Thrushcross Grange.
As for the characters, Emily might not have derived them from a source in her real life, but the characters
of Wuthering Heights are timeless and can easily be related to in all ages. These characters are driven by the common
feelings of love, greed, prejudice, and revenge that are shared by all human beings regardless of their background,
location or time period. For instance, Catherine Earnshaw and Isabella Linton, two women living in the eighteenth
century behave just like modern day women belonging to the high society who think that the world only revolves
around them. When it comes to love and marriage, they are as confused as the modern woman of today. When Nelly
Dean asks Catherine why she loves Edgar she replies:
“‘Well, because he is handsome, and pleasant to be with.’

Not only Anne but Charlotte also served as a governess as being a governess or a teacher were the few options
available to females looking for employment in the eighteenth century. That is perhaps why governesses play
central roles in most of their stories. Nelly dean, a governess, is the main narrator in Wuthering Heights. Also the
protagonists of both Agnes Grey and Jane Eyre work as governesses.
CHICK LIT OF VICTORIAN ERA OR NOT
The Brontë sisters are often misinterpreted to be the Judith Mcnaught or the Danielle Steels of the eighteenth
century: their works treated as chick lit of the Victorian era. The messages and themes in their stories are obscured
behind a veil of undue attention to the romance depicted in these works. However, romance – though present – is
never the central theme of any Brontë story.
Jane Eyre is not a love story between a governess and her master. It is the story of the courage of an orphaned
young woman with no means of support, who decides to make a mark of her own in this world. Similarly Agnes
Grey chronicles the events in the life of a woman who, moved by her family’s financial ruin, opts to work as a
governess to support herself. The way Grey falls for the curator Edmund Weston is only a subplot to complete a
sensitive character.

Villette ’s Lucy Snowe goes to France herself in search of employment and it is there that she finds her love
interest. Shirley ’s central characters Caroline Helstone and Shirley Keeldar end up marrying the two brothers they

‘Bad!’ was my (Nelly Dean’s) commentary.
‘And because he is young and cheerful.’

liked but never during the course of the novel do they come across as two women whose sole purpose in life is to find
a man to get settled. In fact the basis for Caroline’s and Shirley’s friendship is the fact that Caroline being an orphan
girl surrounded by meek and submissive women looks up to Shirley who is an independent young woman burning
with the desire to do something significant with her life and to help others.

‘Bad, still.’ ‘And because he loves me.’
‘Indifferent, coming there.’
‘And he will be rich, and I shall like to be the greatest woman of the neighbourhood, and I shall be proud of having
such a husband.’
‘Worst of all. And now, say how you love him?’
‘As everybody loves – You’re silly, Nelly.’ …
‘And why?’
‘Nay; you are making a jest of it: it is exceedingly ill-natured! It’s no jest to me!’ said the young lady, scowling, and
turning her face to the fire.
‘I’m very far from jesting, Miss Catherine,’ I replied. “You love Mr. Edgar because he is handsome, and young, and
cheerful, and rich, and loves you. The last, however, goes for nothing: you would love him without that, probably; and
with it you wouldn’t, unless he possessed the four former attractions.’”

FEMINISTS OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
The Brontës are some of the earliest feminist writers. Living in the eighteenth century, the three women were strong
critics of the segregation of gender roles and the limited opportunities available to women who wanted to live an
independent life. All their works feature female heroines who try to change their situations through their own efforts
instead of depending upon a male as was the custom of the society at that time.
An orphan with no means of income, Jane Eyre becomes a governess to support herself. When her family faces
financial ruin, Agnes Grey rises to the call and decides to work as a governess as well. Helen Graham of The Tenant
of Wildfell Hall leaves an abusive husband and decides to live alone with her child, an unusual feat at that time.
The feminism in the Brontës’ work is best best summed up in these lines of Jane Eyre:

The youngest sister Anne Brontë, in fact, wrote a whole novel which is more autobiographical than fiction. Agnes
Grey was inspired by Anne’s experiences as a governess. The unruly and spoiled children of the families she worked
for and her inability to control them due to the restrictions placed upon her by the children’s parents are all depicted
in the novel. While she worked for the Inghams, one day she killed a group of birds to save them from their eldest son
who tortured birds just for amusement. This incident is reproduced vividly in the novel.

“It is in vain to say human beings ought to be satisfied with tranquility: they must have action; and they will make
it if they cannot find it… Women are supposed to be very calm generally: but women feel just as men feel; they
need exercise for their faculties, and a field for their efforts as much as their brothers do; they suffer from too rigid a
restraint, too absolute a stagnation, precisely as men would suffer; and it is narrow-minded in their more privileged
fellow-creatures to say that they ought to confine themselves to making puddings and knitting stockings, to playing
on the piano and embroidering bags. It is thoughtless to condemn them, or laugh at them, if they seek to do more or
learn more than custom has pronounced necessary for their sex.”
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Only Emily’s Wuthering Heights can be classified as a true romance novel based on its theme. Even then, Heathcliff
– the male lead of the story – is not the typical hero of romantic literature. Brontë’s clever character development
makes the readers feel strongly for Heathcliff at the end and they do not classify him as a villain, but there is no way
the readers can fall in love with Heathcliff either. Emily gave English literature its most vicious and cruel hero yet in no
way a hateful hero.
The works of the three Brontës emphasize themes such as the emancipation of women, cruel treatment of servants,
social evils, gender roles, alcoholism and the clash of the upper and lower classes. Their works are timeless
because the themes touched upon in these books are as relevant to the society today as they were in the eighteenth
century. We may have developed technologically, but our social structure still suffers from the same flaws as back
then, and women still have to deal with oppression and inequality on many levels.
In short, the Brontës were a trio of exceptional sisters who gave us writings that are poetic in nature and unforgettable
in their themes, livened up by well rounded characters that can be empathized with and related to, filled with
descriptions that are fantastically vivid and loaded with dialogue that stays in the reader’s memories long after he has
put down the books.

BOOKS THEY ADORE
										
In keeping with the theme of this issue, we asked South Asian writers about the first book they fell in love with. Here’s
what some of them had to say:

Amitava Kumar — writer and journalist, author of A Foreigner Carrying in the Crook of His Arm a Tiny Bomb and

Husband of a Fanatic

When I was promoted to the rank of a professor, the library at the university
where I was then employed asked me to send them the name of a book
that had been useful to me in my career. I chose V.S. Naipaul’s Finding the
Center. The library then purchased a copy, which was duly displayed in
one of its rooms, with a statement I had written about the book:
This was one of the first literary autobiographies that I read. Its very first
sentence established in my mind the idea of writing as an opening in time
or a beginning: that sentence conveyed to me, with its movement and
rhythm, a history of repeated striving, and of things coming together, at
last, in the achievement of the printed word: “It is now nearly thirty years
since, in a BBC room in London, on an old BBC typewriter, and on smooth, ‘non-rustle’ BBC script paper, I wrote the
first sentence of my first publishable book.” This first sentence -- about a first sentence -- created an echo in my head.
It has lasted through the twenty years of my writing life. The ambition and the anxiety of the beginner is there at the
beginning of each book. Every time I start to write, I am reminded of Naipaul’s book.
But that wasn’t the whole truth, neither about Naipaul, nor about beginnings. The sentence I had quoted had mattered
to me, yes, and so had the book, but what had really helped was Naipaul’s telling an interviewer that in an effort to write
clearly he had turned himself into a beginner: “It took a lot of work to do it. In the beginning I had to forget everything
I had written by the age of 22. I abandoned everything and began to write like a child at school. Almost writing ‘the cat
sat on the mat.’ I almost began like that.”
And I did that too, writing my columns for Tehelka with a new awareness of language, trying to unlearn the kind of
writing I had picked up in the academy. The result was my own literary biography, Bombay-London-New York.

Musharraf Ali Farooqi — novelist and translator, author of Between Clay
and Dust and The Story of a Widow
In the year 1986, I ran up high-fever reading Crime and Punishment.
Why? Because I had committed murder that day -- the murder of a murghabi (teal)
with a blunt-edged knife. I had the teal for lunch afterwards.
As I read the book, the justification for the murder played out in my mind in a
very different context...
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Bina Shah — journalist and writer, author of A Season for Martyrs
I’ve loved a lot of books in my life, but the first book I really fell ‘in love’ with
was, interestingly, Alain de Botton’s Essays in Love. I read it when I was 23,
and had just had my heart broken by the love of my life, as I thought of him at
the time. I chanced upon Essays in Love while browsing the Harrods book
section (which does not exist anymore either, a testament to the illusory
nature of all things, animate and inanimate). To soothe my aching heart and
soul I bought the book and read it quickly, then read it again, and thereafter
every couple of years for the next decade. Alain de Botton’s simple tale of a
young man who finds love by chance, builds upon it, imagines a lifetime based
on it, then loses it, only to possibly find it again at the end of the book gave
me hope that perhaps rather than the end of the world, what I was going
through was temporal and would stop hurting one day. I didn’t realize that de
Botton was sneaking in lessons in the philosophy of love, which helps us
become more stoic about the travails of that process. And although I remain as ‘dil-phek’ as I was when I was 23,
Essays in Love helped me to grow a little more resilient in love, loss, and everything that lies in between.

Rupa Gulab - columnist and author of The Great Depression of the 40s. Her fourth
book, I Kissed A Frog, will be published in early 2013.
My first favourite book? Honestly, I can’t remember the name, I only have hazy
memories of fluffy rabbits called Sunny, Happy, Honey and suchlike, hens that clucked
sternly at brash roosters, and other cute animals. I loved that book dearly then, and
in my defence I must say that I was only five years old and never imagined that there
was a far superior and more menacing book on animals out there by George Orwell.
When I was about seven or eight, though, I fell in love with another book that remains
a favourite: Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass. It’s
a crazy, side-splittingly funny book – and the humour is so intelligent. My favourite
bits from Through the Looking-Glass: when the Red Queen invites Alice to a meal and
introduces her to a leg of mutton – and when Alice offers to slice it, the Red Queen sharply reprimands her saying
that it isn’t etiquette to cut something you’ve been introduced to. A hungry Alice fervently hopes that she won’t
be introduced to the pudding as well. And then there’s that deep and meaningful conversation on birthdays with
Humpty Dumpty who says he prefers celebrating unbirthdays because there are there more unbirthdays in a year than
birthdays and makes a bemused Alice do the math. This is a book that’s stayed with me forever – it’s a fabulous stress
buster. What makes it even more special is that it used to be one of my mum’s favourite childhood books as well, and
I’m happy to say that I still have her battered, well-thumbed original copy on my bedside table!

Annie Zaidi — writer and essayist, author of Love Stories # 1 to 14

Shandana Minhas — writer, author of Tunnel Vision

Love is a difficult thing. Who do we really love? Is it love or only a passing
fancy? The question is particularly difficult to answer in the context of books,
because books form us and change us – much as falling in love does – but
as we change, so does our relationship to the beloved.

Frank Herbert’s Dune blew my socks off because it made subjects previously
inaccessible to me (politics, religion, history, philosophy, ecology) both
comprehensible and seductive. When I say these subjects were previously
inaccessible to me, I mean that my early education suffered from the age-old
curse of ‘bad student meets worse teachers’. So the first gift Dune gave me
was an awakening of curiosity about things I had previously found irrelevant to
my life. On awakening, I discovered that they were everywhere.

That said, my first clear memory of a book I really liked, and of which I
still have fond memories, is ‘Heidi’. It’s a novel written by the Swiss writer
Johanna Spyri. It tells the story of a little girl, an orphan, who is sent to live
with her grandfather in the Swiss Alps. He is a reclusive, somewhat crusty
shepherd and the child has a very different life with him. She sleeps on a
straw bed, eats goat cheese, etc. I have forgotten most of the plot, but the
book left me feeling warm and strong at the same time.
I think I was also enjoying the fact that Heidi was a girl who was cared
for but not overly cosseted, and that she grew physically stronger up in
the mountains. Even when I was little, I seemed to prefer books where
girls were either the central protagonist or at least, not being left out of
adventures while boys took the lead part in the action.

The second gift Dune gave me was an insight into the foundation of good
storytelling. If you are writing for humans, and not farm animals, you must tell
a story through the prism of human emotion. If you don’t, what you produce is
reams of gobbledegook which happens to have some humans in it.
*this does not apply to George Orwell
The third gift Dune gave me was an appreciation of the epic, and the infinite capacity of imagination.
The fourth gift Dune gave me was the value of less is more in characterization.
The last gift Dune gave me was a tremendous sense of my own inadequacy. I knew I would never have the kind of vision,
intelligence, insight or craftsmanship that Herbert had. I was free to skip happily down the road to finding my own voice,
without any illusions about one day producing a heartbreaking work of staggering genius.If that isn’t the best kind of
influence, I don’t know what is.
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FUTILE ENDEAVORS: ENVIRONMENTALISM IN A
POSTMODERN WORLD
										

2-week old zebra foal would be frowned upon by naturalists and environmentalists. If the “natural” thing to do is to
let nature be, why make all the brouhaha about protecting the environment?

OMER WAHAJ

Environmentalism, when viewed in a postmodernist context, can be construed as being pointless.
Ideas about environmentalism have been shifting over the past many years and various people have come up with
different definitions of the word and concept. A generally accepted definition, however, is that environmentalism is a
movement that helps in the protection and preservation of the natural world, a world that is classified as being distinct
from the artificial one that we have created with our manmade objects, such as our homes, neighborhoods, cities, etc.
However, in the postmodernist context, this would be a very narrow view of environmentalism. A postmodernist view
would incorporate every aspect of Earth as being part of its natural environment, including all the plastics and smog
that we produce. Since everything we do is natural in this context, trying to save the planet is akin to saying we are
trying to save nature from nature. It is utterly and completely useless.
Postmodernism is usually considered a rather vague concept and is often compared to relativism. It is much easier
to depict and define literature and art as being postmodernist than abstract concepts such as environmentalism.
Postmodernism, in the environmentalism perspective, includes various ideas, such as the use of deep science, the
inclusion of cognition, mind and spirit as being part of the natural environment, as well as dualism of nature. However,
for the purpose of this article, the postmodernist view on environmentalism would be defined as holding a broader
approach to what we consider “natural” in contrast to traditional environmentalists; i.e. postmodernism would view
humans and our activities as being part of nature and not something removed from the “natural” world, as most
traditional environmentalists tend to portray.
Modern environmentalism began in the 19th century when people began to notice how their actions were polluting
the world. The main concerns of environmentalists included preservation and conservation of natural habitats and
species. In more recent times, the focus has been on sustainability. Environmentalists are concerned that we are
using up our resources very quickly and we will run out of fuel, water, and other resources soon, which is why
we must conserve now. Modern environmentalists also talk about changes to the world’s atmosphere because
of pollution and how it is affecting global warming. These might be considered as noble pursuits; however, these
modern environmentalists have a very myopic view of what comprises nature. If they were to view the world through a
postmodernist perspective, they’d realize that it is not just the “natural” world, but also the artificial world that is part
of our nature.
Finding root in such theories as the postmodern social construction of nature and bioregionalism, the postmodern
view on environmentalism would spawn the perfect beast: an “environmentalist” like me who has to do nothing but
just sit and stare at the world and its environment as it continues to evolve unhindered. The reason: the world is
what it is, it always has been and will always will be – that is, everything we do, even pollution, is part of the nature
and trying to change, save or preserve the environment is futile, kind of like trying to save the environment from its
environment, a circular exercise in vanity. Aside from the fact that nature is such a large entity that does not need
saving, the idea of “doing something about it” directly defies the sanctity of nature itself. Photographers for the
National Geographic let lions kill zebras because it is the way of nature and intervention. Even to save a cute little
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To help garner political points, perhaps? Environmental movements have long been politicized. Governments tell their
citizens that fossil fuel is in short supply so they can charge them more money to put gas in their cars. “Saving the
ozone” might be on some candidate’s list of things to do so that people vote for him in the next elections. Most of
the aspects of environmentalism, including political activism and even eco-terrorism, are all tools of various interest
groups to garner support. Environmental organizations tend to have conflicting data; some would swear by global
warming, others claim it to be a myth. They are all in it for the money and the power, which are both big, in this
politicization of environmentalism. Politicians, like the many parasites that inhabit our planet, are always looking for
opportunities to find some way or another to connect with their constituencies and latch on to people’s votes. People
are their lifelines and playing with the human emotions is fair game in politics. If exploiting raging sentiments against
an oil spill can get votes, then why not put the oil company under the guillotine? Of course, like any other political
ideology, environmentalism also has its left and right players that politicize various issues according to their own
benefit. It gives the politicians another way to garner support or to engage in mudslinging, the true form of pollution.
Modern environmentalists, both right and left, whether political or the naively philanthropic, would argue that nature
is being polluted by humans. We are throwing our trash in the oceans, spilling oil everywhere, killing off millions of
species in the rainforests through deforestation, seemingly setting off global warming with our emissions, and doing
lots of other miscellaneous damage in the process. There is no denying any of that; we are a wasteful and messy
species and we have put a lot of “unnatural” things, like plastic bags, Styrofoam cups, aluminum cans, exhaust fumes,
CFCs, etc. into the environment. However, if you look at it in the same vein as conservation of mass and energy,
everything being produced and released on Earth is part of Earth itself. They might be manmade things, but they have
been made by men living on Earth from materials and chemicals that they found on the very same planet. Technically,
they can all be considered as being “natural” in the broader context of being from our world.
Does that mean that people are not really polluting our environment? No. Pollution is happening, but it must not
be viewed as being something separate from nature. It must be viewed as being another part of the environment’s
natural process of evolution because of what its species are doing to it. Birds make nests, beavers make dams, and
countless other creatures build their homes and other structures to protect themselves. Would you call this pollution
of the environment as well? Most people would say that this was completely natural, even though the animals change
the environment to suit their own needs, which in effect means that they are changing the “natural” surroundings and
thereby destroying what can adequately be described as the “natural environment.” We tend to look at such animals
and admire “nature,” saying that this is part of their natural behavior.
What about humans then? Aren’t we also part of nature? Isn’t what we are doing also a very natural process with
respect to the Earth? Just because we use tools and materials unlike any other animals on the planet does not mean
we are not part of nature. Whatever we do, build, extract, mine, burn and mould is all part of our world and our
environment. It’s nature evolving with humans building and changing their environment in a very natural way.
Think about how an alien race might view us. If they came to Earth and saw how we had trash on our beaches, oil
slick in our oceans, excessive carbon dioxide in our air, etc., they would think that this was just us being natural
in our environment – just like what we think about a beaver collecting wood and building a dam to stop the flow
water. It might not look aesthetically pleasing, but it would still be part of Earth and our environment. This is why a
postmodernist perspective would be to say that humans polluting the Earth is part of nature, which is what makes all
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the efforts in trying to clean up the environment are not only futile, it’s effectively interfering with nature, like trying to
save a zebra from being eaten by a lion.
Moreover, the concept of “nature” itself is a romantic notion, used by such philosophers as Rousseau to placate the
people and to make distinctions from the urbanized centers where people found themselves trapped and depressed
in the 18th century. Nature was depicted as a perfect utopia, a pure and pristine form of the Earth, the dew-eyed
counterpart for the concrete and metal monstrosities built by man. It was about this time that ideas relating to
environmentalism began to surface, with people thinking that changing “nature” would equate into destroying it. On
the other extreme, however, were religious groups, that believed that it was the humans’ right to rule over the planet,
an idea that also found itself in science, known as the Anthropic Principle. The postmodernist view takes the more
coherent and evidence-based route, putting humans and all our tools, buildings, cities, and machinery along with the
wild animals, the oceans, and the rainforests as holding equal stakes in contributing to this planet’s natural world.
Since we are all part of nature and whatever we do is natural, trying to “clean up” the environment, or to reduce gas
emissions, or to stop hunting the whales, and all the other things that environmentalists are concerned about would
effectively be interfering in nature’s work. People complain that increased carbon dioxide levels in the air are causing
global warming and whaling is making the whales extinct? So what? All of these are just parts of our natural world
in a broader context, our environment evolving on its own volition by the interaction of the various species that live
on it. If global warming would bring about a change in the world’s climate, then so be it. Our world, over the past
4 billion years that it has been revolving around our Sun, has gone through thousands of climate changes before. It
is a very natural phenomenon. Climate change has occurred before and will continue to occur regardless of human
intervention. At the same time, as some species become extinct, others will evolve into being; another cycle of nature
that has been ongoing for the past several million years.
Modern environmentalists would argue about sustainability, that if the world was not conserved or preserved, then
we would be leaving a wasteland for our future generations. We would run our fuel wells dry, pollute all our drinking
water, mess up our air, and kill off animals, which our future generations would not be able to see. None of it matters.
If the human race is meant to survive, it will survive through toxic air and acid rain. If it is meant to die out, an
invisible virus contracted from a pristine lake in the mountains will exterminate us. Nature has been running its course
for millions of years and it will continue to do so, with or without our insignificant interventions.
To quote George Carlin, “The planet has been through [...] earthquakes, volcanoes, plate tectonics, continental
drift, solar flares, sun spots, magnetic storms, the magnetic reversal of the poles, hundreds of thousands of years of
bombardment by comets and asteroids and meteors, worldwide floods, tidal waves, worldwide fires, erosion, cosmic
rays, recurring ice ages. And we think some plastic bags and some aluminum cans are going to make a difference?”
The postmodernist perspective on environmentalism can, therefore, shed light on how it would be an exercise in
complete futility to be an environmentalist. Nature will continue to evolve no matter what we do. Our actions, good
or bad, are all part of nature and we cannot say that by polluting we are destroying the environment; if anything, we
are only changing it so that it evolves accordingly. Whether this evolution is good or bad for humans remains to be
seen. It is most likely going to be bad, but then that’s the nature of nature: to weed out the weak and to let the strong
survive. The postmodernist view on environmentalism should enlighten us about our role in our nature, which is that
of symbiosis with the Earth, rather than as an amputated appendage that modern environmentalism portrays us to be.
This realization should be enough to put us in our place: how did we ever become so vain as to think that our puny
contribution to the formidable environment was doing anything to change the grand scheme of things? It is time we
realized that nothing we can do can change the way nature works and it is better to just let Earth do its thing.
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OF RABBITS AND MEN
										

AFIA ASLAM

The year 2012 has been a remarkably successful one for Musharraf Ali Farooqi. In the space of just a few months, he
has released three works of fiction, the first of which was a novel for adults about two pehelwans in the post-Partition
era (Between Clay and Dust [Aleph Book Company 2012]), the second a novel for young adults on revolutionary
rabbits in the modern age (Rabbit Rap [Penguin/Viking, 2012]) and the third too a work of fiction – this one for
children – on intergalactic travel (Tik-Tik, The Master of Time [Kitab, 2012]). We decided to review Rabbit Rap
for Papercuts’s Pulp to Postmodern issue because of its crossover qualities in terms of theme, genre and audience.
Billed as ‘a fable for the 21st century’, Rabbit Rap brings together age-old conflicts with present-day social issues in
a futuristic context, and we believe it opens up new room for indigenous literature that South Asians will be reading
over the next several years.
Writing engagingly for readers of different age groups is not everyone’s cup of
tea, but Mr. Farooqi is able to do so for two reasons. First, he is stellar at
showing conflict in his characters and their everyday relationships. Sibling
rivalry (Between Clay and Dust), intergenerational authority issues (Story of a
Widow; Between Clay and Dust; Rabbit Rap), professional jealousy (Between
Clay and Dust; Rabbit Rap; Tik-Tik) and ideological friction (Between Clay and
Dust; Rabbit Rap) have all been handled remarkably intuitively in Farooqi’s
work. Rabbit Rap takes a humorous approach to conflict and the author seems
to be enjoying himself thoroughly as he pitches the novel’s unfortunate lead
character, Rabbit Hab, against his grandmother in a good ol’ battle of the wits.
By distilling the friction down to the lowest common denominator, the author
makes it easy for readers from any age group to associate with the situations.
The second advantage Farooqi’s books for younger readers have is that they
are lovingly illustrated by his wife, Michelle, who understands his vision for
each book and channels it effectively through her artwork. Rabbit Rap is a
wonderful example of just such a collaboration. The images are comi-tragic and
troublingly familiar. Farooqi writes about a world where rabbits are the dominant specie and are busy wiping out other
species with the dubious assistance of ‘helpful’ corporations (where have you heard that before?). Michelle draws that
world in black, white and lots of grey. Cute, furry creatures viciously claw and bite each other in these illustrations,
while cartoonish, terrified eyes peer out of the darkness of underground rubbish bunkers. “Isn’t it all just sickeningly
funny?” the images seem to ask.
As with his other books, Farooqi is bitingly honest with his political and social views in Rabbit Rap. Corporations
are not to be trusted – they can corrupt even progressive rabbits. He celebrates youth and its desire to bring social
change, but he also talks about its inherent vulnerability to social pressure and ideological burnout. “A young rabbit
trudging under emotional baggage is the very item bad company seeks for its congregation. Freddy fell in with the
very worst: the Nerd-bred. It was the most thoroughly rotten, rascally, scampish lot that ever hopped on land. That
horde of no-good ruffians […] followed the Frump lifestyle. They constantly fought and bickered with each other, and
distinguished themselves by their disregard for social order.” The youth need a leader, basically, and that leadership
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comes from the most unlikely of quarters in this novel. As the story progresses, it becomes clear that even a good
leader comes with a bucketful of salt, thus throwing the whole movement into a moral quandary. It seems the writer
believes in the need for change but is put off by the absence of change-makers who can be believed in.
For all his claims to the contrary, then, Musharraf Ali Farooqi has produced yet another book that is more than just
entertainment or ‘a good read’. As with The Story of a Widow and Between Clay and Dust, he wears the mantle of
his idealism (and disillusion) in plain sight – perhaps in spite of himself. Rabbit Rap raises issues that matter to you,
me and the world. Importantly, it raises these issues for that cadre of readers whose future is most in peril because of
them. Let’s hope they’re listening.
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I REMEMBER

INSIDE-JOKES

										

HERA NAGUIB

										
Max felt claustrophobic
A string of time whirling
around his body
Tightening
around calves
Cutting through cotton of shirt
Splitting fuzz on skin that Ava
used to kiss
in her anti-depressant
delight

By late July,
the summer’s wet land
had laid its trees
in the mire
where you were
a kind of martyrdom,
always rescuing one
thing or another
end for the end-all
of this dream that
crackled the filament
in your blood that summer
when the earth
to the sliding sea
slid for the sea
and the spiders had sprung
from the wet mass
to this new kind
of cocooning
spun from the crash
of your phantom touch
I burgeoned
like a blanket of poppies
stinging such distances
in a blood’s beat—
we played this game
like tight wires at a
frenzied vibrato
till it was a picture
screen of stars
the moon unrobed
from the bowl of the night
that you kissed, saying:
“remember”

It was over
they knew
tighter, still
they cuddled
quailing together
from that loneliness that cools
the empty edges
of every
bed

Space for clean
unattached starts
is shrinking, he thought
Why a world wide web they’ve spawned
around a world so small?
He hoped she could never
find him again

Why do I keep missing people
who are not worth missing?
coiling around his wrists
Ava whispered like a snake
She strummed some distant
intellectual
chord in his mind
Pressing
on her knees unfaithful finger
prints, Max
wondered

Could Capitalism be
such a roaring hit
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ASNIA ASIM

HEAVENLY SHADES OF NIGHT

if emotions understood
the virtue of restraint?

										

In the timid
folds of her braid
he kept humming
his long good
byes
Beyond their windows a thinning
darkness
wafted so loosely
Only infra
red strip
tease ads
blinked
with fading lament

Heavenly shades of night are falling
and the robots have come out to play,
this music is their mathematical melody
sung helium high, bass dropped
like polynomial bombs from the clear
evening sky. Notes sweeter than DNA
locking into place. Instrumentum Vocales;
yet without voices they sing. It›s almost as
bad as French pop but it’s got heart so
it›s alright, a chrome choir that moves

When three last words
smashed
through one very
unique
structure of intimacy . . . oh how they split and scattered!

joyfully through rhythm and progressive
arcs like two bodies entwined in love,
higher and higher, dark moves
uncoiling, a kundalini beyond

How they split and scattered
all those deliciously convoluted
inside-jokes
the ones only two
people in the world
knew to laugh at.

shades of night are falling and
the robots have come out to play
but you are weeping, my love-for what? I could not say.

carbon and protein. Heavenly
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ASMARA MALIK

HAMZA AL-KHATEEB
										
Daraa
even amidst the violence
sounds like a poetic city
but then
they mutilated first and killed later
a thirteen year old boy named Hamza
My first crush in third grade had a name
like that
I remember pulling his bobbing brown
hair and snickering
like the clumsy flirt I
still am
“He loved rain,” his father
told the reporter with articulate fingers
The transition of tenses
from present to past can raze complete
futures in a matter of seconds
feeble shifts in structures as bland
as grammar
can kill entire fathers
can smother
whole mothers and siblings and
decades of love in a matter of seconds
It can mark persecutions
can start executions
spark revolutions
in a matter of seconds

ASNIA ASIM

Maybe then I will forget
those identical bullet wounds
searing through his elbows
into his chubby stomach
and maybe then I will stop hoping
that they cut his penis
when he was already dead
It is here! they say
spring is finally come
elevator conversations today
were mostly cheerful and sleeveless
I was almost glad
to log into a digital reality
where projects are always pending
and financial cycles are too impatient
to dry the thick tears
of existential mooning
A colleague stepped in for a question
I asked her why she looked so
very weak and pale
she began to smile and gave me an
endless “Well....”
her hand slowly slid
down to her belly
“It’s almost been a month
I haven’t told anyone.”
I can’t stop myself
from feeling like he is there
in the cubicle next to mine
with soft little elbows
a gorgeous little penis
I wonder how his parents must have
begun to deflect their sentences
at the future already
and how the flux in grammar
must be so exciting in his house
I wonder if he will also
love the sound of rain
And I wish his life’s summer
will save him
from the claws of revolutions
and the presumptuous
paws of pain.

The awareness of life’s shortness
is too big
to be able to let aimless fun linger
in its cramped architecture
But then sometimes I think maybe
if I read fewer newspapers
if I got married and only mastered
the art of tea parties
if I biked around the world alone
like last night in Boston
and chased the jasmine cool
of summer›s nightly skirt
all the way to China
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A GHAZAL FOR NAGA

A FEW MINUTES BEFORE MIDNIGHT

										

ASMARA MALIK

If I were to marry, I would marry you-- your mother’s dupatta, blood-red and gold,
draped across your shoulders as you stood knee-deep in the Sea, colder than a snake.
My father›s white sherwaani is my second skin; a security. The unknown writhes reptilian.
I am fearless; the boa of memory does not constrict me, it coils, a nostalgic snake.
You are another degree of descent; you speak of deserts buried beneath our Sea.
There the fangs of our fathers are mountains, you say, the depths are as patient as a snake.
I kiss the tracery of veins beneath your wrist. The sands are not kind to such reminisce.
My tears dry in Sindh›s sun to the dust of crusted salt, pale scales on an ancient snake.
Karachi›s cold azaans creep upon my bones. You demon-lovers weep from abandoned rooftops.
You are Indus; a liar, shifting with each millennia; a desert-forming snake.
Copper amulets shuddering on your arms, anoint me in the bone-dust of Mohanje-daro.
Wed me in the Sea, eternity coiled around us. Thus, Metamorphosis is named the first snake.

										
Your high-riser carapace lops off
and shatters at your feet;
your mind unreeling under the backdrop of all your leaps and falls,
I see you drop
a few last words or warnings of
such staggering finality:
“that is it, that is all.”
A certain map, these words
lead me in your directions,
on your exhausted strut
that I almost hear
scrape the floor behind.
Just last night I was learning
about reticence and plugs in the earth
from where the deluge came running between us
and now I’m checking to see
if my backdoor is unlocked.
Some door or the other we always leave ajar,
subtle as intent.
each day or two
you slip your pieces into the aperture,
little ciphers thick and deep
as quicksand drifting up my knees –
the slow pull
is how you do it.
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HERA NAGUIB

SNAPSHOTS OF A CONVERSATION
										

MARYAM PIRACHA

Do all Lahori girls sound like you?
Does every girl in the City of Mughal kings wake up a groggy-eyed body contortionist, one arm around the sofa?
Refusing to sleep on our bed, your dark, Lahori skin musts with the faintly myopic smells of the coffee-stained couch
– granules of rice and pita bread buried within its folds – until your lids grow heavy and your head nestles deeper into
the crook of my arm.

Do all Lahori girls sound like you?
Licking your lips, nimble fingers wrapping around small morsels of naan, sweeping chutney, kebab, curry and
chickpeas into your vegetarian palette. You say a prayer when you’re finished, remembering a god you never impose
on me. Invoking it when least expected.

Do all Lahori girls sound like you?
When you come back to me after a long day, shoulders hunched in that particular way, you remind me of the way you
sit in one position over a writing desk too big for your small frame, but sturdy, constant. The one piece of furniture
you insisted on so pertly – pouty lips a comma to a conversation not over, just on hold.

Do all Lahori girls sound like you?
When you shriek in the shower, the scalding or too-cold water making contact with your skin. You yell for me, one
foot out of the bathtub, expectant that I control our flat’s plumbing. I am a man, you say, I ought to know. You grow
silent then, content you’ve said too much.
Do all Lahori girls sound like you when they break men’s hearts? Your clenched fist a period on the chapter of our
relationship.
With a toss of your head,
I am a conjunction
;
In a larger tale
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SALMA

“I want a laddoo,” Salma whimpered, rubbing her eyes.

										

IMRAN IFTIKHAR

She ran through the dense thicket of kikar trees, a duffel bag bouncing on her hip. Every now and then she looked
back, and although she was almost out of breath, she dared not slow down. The light of the full moon guided her
step towards the old well at Purani Taal. The duffel bag weighed down heavily on her shoulder, but she kept a steady
pace. Her spirits rose as she caught a glimpse of the wheat fields at the edge of the wood. She was almost there. A
light breeze blew through the trees, making the moonlight dance on the dirt path. The distant sound of a barking
dog perforated the silent night. Beyond the fields, she could see lights dotting the hills of the Salt Range. She slowed
down as she came out into the open. Instead of taking the little dirt path along the edge of the field, she entered the
field itself. The wheat stalks almost went up to her chest, and she found it rather difficult to make her way through
them, but she kept on walking.
She must have walked a mile through the wheat field when she heard a sound, which made her heart leap with joy.
Whistling. Murad was waiting for her at Purani Taal. She reached the edge of the field, and came upon a raised well,
which rested under the shade of a largeTaal tree. Leaning against the tree, was a young man in his early twenties,
his kurta’s sleeves rolled up to his elbows. He was softly whistling a Bollywood tune. He stood up straight as he saw
Salma hurrying towards him, and walked to her, pulling her in an embrace when she was close enough. They both sat
down on the ledge around the well, waiting for Salma to catch her breath. Murad kept looking all around them.
“I’m so glad you made it,” Murad said, after she had recovered, “I was afraid someone might have seen you.”
“We don’t have much time. We need to leave now. The train won’t wait for us.”
Murad got up, walked to the motorbike – which stood on a narrow road along the well – and beckoned Salma to
climb on behind him. Soon, they were riding down a little, winding road. Salma rode sidesaddle, gripping Murad
around the waist, a scared but determined expression on her face. Her duffel bag was safely tucked between her and
Murad. It contained five pairs of shalwar qameez, a pair of shoes, and a framed photograph of her mother; these were
all the valuables she possessed. As they rode on through the night, Salma leaned her head, sideways, on Murad’s
shoulders, and watched the wheat and sesame fields speed past them.

“And you’ll get one, sweetheart. Just stop crying. It’s your wedding day. You’re supposed to be happy.”
She wiped Salma’s cheeks carefully with a cloth, and fixed her clip-on earrings, which had come off when Salma
fell. Just then, the door opened, and Jamal Shah, Salma’s father walked in with the cleric. Hafeez had already signed
the Nikahnama in the other room and it was Salma’s turn. She took the pen from her father, and untidily scrawled her
name in Urdu in the space he was pointing at.
Afterwards, Salma’s mother put her to bed.

Salma flicked the blue marble expertly at the much-coveted green one. She jumped up with joy as the marble hit its
target with a loud click. The game was over. Salma put her marbles, including the green one she had just won, into
her little cloth bag. Eight years had passed since her marriage ceremony.
Hina, the previous owner of the green marble grumbled, “Consider this your house warming present, Salma. You can
give it to ‘Uncle Hafeez’.” The other girls started giggling.
“Stop calling him that,” Salma yelled. “He’s my husband.”
“But he’s 25 years older than you.”
“Exactly, he’s older than your father.”
Fuming, Salma flung her bag of marbles over her shoulder and stomped off, the sound of her friends’ laughter dying
down as she walked away. Her anger subsided as she walked down the dirt path that led to her house, jumping over
puddles and potholes, and the incident completely escaped her mind when she saw a taanga outside her gate.
Her shoulders drooped, and the bag fell from her shoulder. With a deep sigh, she dragged herself inside. In the small
courtyard, sitting around a tea table, were her parents, her mother-in-law, and her husband, Hafeez. For a second,
Salma stood there, not knowing what to do or say.
“Salma, beti, say Salam to our guests,” her mother said, walking up to her.

She looked at her tiny hands, decorated with henna, and smiled to herself. The red dress she was wearing was
bedecked with gold colored thread and rhinestones. She stood up to walk over to the mirror to look at herself, but
lost her balance halfway and fell. She was not used to wearing high heels. She sat up and burst into tears. Her mother
came rushing in from the other room, scooped her up and balanced her on her hip. She cooed at her, trying to stop
her from crying.

“Salam alaikum,” said Salma, still standing there, her bag hanging at her side.
Her mother took the bag from her and hissed, “You should’ve been here twenty minutes ago. Come to the kitchen
with me.”
In the kitchen, on a tray, were five teacups and saucers, and a pot of tea was simmering on the stove.
Salma walked over to the stove, carefully removed the pot, and poured tea into the five cups, spilling a little as she
got to the last one.

“Salma, big girls don’t cry.”
“But it hurts!”
“I know, baby. But if you stop crying, I’ll give you a barfi. You’re spoiling all your makeup.”
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Her mother snapped at her, “Watch what you’re doing!” She spilt tea with a tea cloth. “You’re fifteen now. It’s high
time you learnt how to pour a cup of tea. You’re going to live in your husband’s house now. What will he think?
“Sorry, Amma,” Salma was looking at her feet.
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Her mother was slightly taken aback at this quick apology from her hotheaded daughter. She looked at her and smiled.

out of her house that afternoon to water the dandelions she kept at the stoop, she felt a shadow cross over her.

“You will be a wonderful wife,” she said, putting her arm around Salma’s shoulder. “I know it.”

“Excuse me, miss, but is this the house of Muhammad Hafeez?”

“Do I have to go today?”

Salma looked up from the flowers and saw a young man in his early twenties. He was tall, clean shaven, and had
shortly cropped black hair. He was neatly dressed, and she could make out his strong biceps through his, rather tight,
shirt. She pulled her dupatta over her head and replied, “It is. Who wants to know?”

“You know you do. You’ve known that for quite some time now. Hafeez has come as a blessing in our lives. You know
what our situation was before he started supporting your father. Besides, he is very excited. He has arranged a trip to
Lahore for you two. Isn’t that exciting? You’ll get to see the big city.”

“My name is Murad. The factory owner sent me to find him. He hasn’t come to work in four days. Is he sick?”

Salma shrugged her mother’s arm away, and walked out of the kitchen with the tray in her hands.

Salma frowned at this, and replied, “The factory owner’s lying. My husband is at work even now.”

Soon, the teacups were empty, the biscuits were gone, and it was time for the rukhsati of the bride. As Salma climbed
on to the taanga next to Hafeez, she remembered the conversation her mother had had with her about this day. “You
will be starting a new life, my dear,” her mother had said, “You will have many responsibilities. Remember, you will
remain happiest if your husband and in-laws are happy.”

“I beg your pardon, miss, but I work at the factory too, and I haven’t seen your husband either.”

“So my only job is to keep that fat Hafeez and his mother happy?” Salma had grumbled.
That is the meaning of marriage, especially for us women. We live to please our husbands.”
She looked sideways at her husband as the taanga jostled along the dirt road to the next village. He was looking out
into the distance, absent-mindedly touching his bristly moustache that had specks of white all over it. She noticed the
wrinkles under his eyes and the grey hair sticking out from under his turban. Yet, she smiled as her mother’s words
reverberated in her mind.
That night she sat on the edge of the wooden bed as she saw Hafeez bolt their bedroom door from the inside. Her
heart started pounding as he turned and walked towards the bed. She looked down at her hands clasped together
in her lap. Hafeez sat down next to her. He put his finger under her chin, and gently turned her face so that she was
staring at his. He was smiling as he lifted her veil from her hand, and threw it across the room. He took off his shirt,
and told her to lie down. She did, and shut her eyes as she felt her husband climb into bed beside her.

“Salma, did you iron my shirt yet?” Hafeez yelled one morning, two years after he had first brought Salma home.
“I hung it behind the bathroom door,” Salma answered from the kitchen, where she was preparing breakfast. “Tell
Amma the breakfast is almost ready.”
“I won’t have breakfast today. I have to be at the office early. Pack mine up to go,” said Hafeez as he ambled to the
kitchen, dressed for work.
“It’ll be ready in a few minutes. Why don’t you just have breakfast here?”
“Just do what you’re told, Salma,” replied Hafeez, fixing his tie in the mirror on the wall. “I don’t have time for this.”
She touched the skin under her right eye. The bruise still hurt. She didn’t argue with her husband any further. After
sending her husband off with a tiffin box, she spent the rest of the morning finishing the house chores. As she stepped
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“You have to go now. I’ll tell my husband you came.”
She turned around and walked back into the house, slamming the gate behind her. She walked to the little closet at
the other end of the courtyard to put away the watering can, and was shocked to find that she was out of breath. She
sat down on a stool to calm her nerves before she went to her mother-in-law to tell her what she had heard from
Murad.
The old lady coughed and said, “What were you doing talking to a stranger? Wait till I tell Hafeez. You’ll get another
black eye.”
“But why would the factory owner send someone if it wasn’t true? Don’t you wonder where Hafeez has been going
this past week?”
“Hafeez brings home the bread for all of us. How dare you believe a stranger over your husband?”
Salma sighed and went to her bedroom. She sat in a chair beside the window, and took up some mending she had to
do. She decided she would talk to her husband before his mother could get to him. She fervently sewed away, trying
to forget the matter, but she couldn’t get the young man’s face out of her mind. Frustrated, she put down the sewing
and went to splash some water on her face. Hafeez came home at around 2 p.m. to eat lunch. She heard the sound
of his bicycle bell, and raced down to tell him what had happened. He listened to her as they walked in. When she
had finished, he said with a wave of his hand, “Murad is an idiot. Just because I didn’t meet him today, he thought I
didn’t come to work. He had some nerve to come to my house.”
Salma hesitated, but replied, “But he said that the factory owner sent him. He said that you hadn’t been going to
work in 5 days” She looked down at her hands, which were twisting the hem of her dupatta. “Where have you been?”
Hafeez stopped in his tracks. Salma knew she had crossed the line. She tried to back away, but Hafeez turned towards
her, and slapped her on the face. “You ever talk to me like that again, I will kill you. You hear me?”
Salma’s eyes welled up with tears as she massaged the spot where her husband had hit her. She dared not move for
fear of more violence, and waited for Hafeez to go inside. She leaned against the wall and burst into tears, her face in
her hands.
“Salma!” Her mother-in-law yelled from inside. “Get in here and set the table for lunch.”
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Salma quickly wiped her eyes with her dupatta, and ran to the kitchen to make the bread. She set the lunch table
quietly, and then went up to her room, saying that she wasn’t feeling well. She sat on the edge of the bed, picked up
her mother’s picture, hugged it, and started sobbing again. She went to the bathroom and splashed water on her face
before going downstairs to clear the table and wash the dishes.
The next day, just when Salma was about to cook dinner, there was a knock on the main gate. Thinking it was the
woman who sold them vegetables, Salma got out her little purse and walked to the gate. There, on the doorstep,
stood Murad, his hands folded behind him.

“Are you sure you’re alright, miss?”
“I’m fine. Goodbye.”
Murad nodded at her, and made to walk away, when he halted, turned around, and said, “Could I trouble you for a
glass of water before I go? I’ve been walking for a while and the heat is unbearable.”
Salma was staring at her feet, one hand on the door handle. She looked down the street, as if checking to see if
anyone was there. She opened the door and said, “Come on in. But you can’t stay for long.»

“I’m sorry for troubling you again, miss. But this time, the factory owner has sent me to say that your husband’s
services are no longer required.”

“You have a nice house,” Murad commented as he stepped over the threshold. “Pretty big for two people.”

“Well then go tell him yourself. He’s not at home. Don’t come to my house again.”

“My husband’s mother lives here as well,” said Salma, showing him to a chaarpai in the courtyard. “She teaches
sewing at the local girl’s school in the morning.”

“But I don’t know where to find him. Should I come back later?” “Do whatever you want. Just go away now,” Salma
slammed the door and bolted it from inside.

She handed a glass of water to Murad, who took his time, taking small sips. Salma sat down beside him on the
chaarpai, waiting for him to finish his water.

A few days went by, and there was no sign of Murad. Life resumed its normality except that Salma started noticing
some changes in her husband. He had become more agitated of late, and more than a few nights a month, he came
home with the smell of liquor on his breath. He had arguments with her on a daily basis, and many times, these
arguments turned violent. After one such outburst, Hafeez left for work. Salma was finishing up her morning chores
when there was a knock at the main gate. She walked over to the gate, and opened it. Murad was standing there. “I
hope you are doing well, miss,” he said jovially.

“Does your mother-in-law teach every day?”

Salma opened the gate a little wider and there was a hint of a smile on her face, “My husband isn’t here. You’ll have
to come back later.”
“Actually, I wanted to talk to you, miss”

“Every day, except for Friday and Saturday.”
Murad drained the last of his water, and got up to leave. She walked him to the entrance. As they reached the door,
they both reached for the handle at the same time. Their hands touched. Salma looked up at Murad, and immediately
dropped her gaze, turning red.
“It was nice talking to you, Salma. Thank you for the water.” Murad turned around, and started walking down the
street, whistling a Bollywood tune.

Puzzled, she asked him, “About what?” “I knew where your husband goes every day.”

Two days later, Salma heard another knock at her door. She placed her dupatta over her head, and opened the lock.
There stood Murad, with a bunch of flowers in his hand.

Salma’s grip on the handle of the gate tightened, “Where?” “Well… it’s a little difficult to say.”

“Salam alaikum, Salma. I saw these flowers in my garden, and I thought they would cheer you up.”

“Just say it. Where does he go?”

A smile broke on Salma’s face as she accepted the flowers. She opened the door, and beckoned him to come inside.
He followed her to the kitchen as she filled a glass of water to put the flowers in.

“There is this woman in next village who entertains male guests. I followed your husband to her house yesterday.”
Salma stood there, dumbfounded. She stared out into the street at nothing in particular. “Why are you telling me
this?”
“Because I think you deserve to know the truth, miss,” replied Murad. “You don’t deserve to remain in the dark.”
She sank down onto the stoop. “What should I do now? I can’t tell anyone, no one would believe me.”
Murad sat down on the stoop next to her. She was staring out into the distance. They sat there for a while when she
suddenly realized what was happening. She jumped up, wiped her eyes and said, “I have to go finish some work.
Please go away, Murad Sahib. Don’t come here again.”
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“Please sit in the courtyard. I’ll make us some tea.”
She quickly arranged a tray with teacups and a plate of sweets, which she took out into the courtyard. She sat down
next to Murad, and between sips of tea, she talked more than she had ever done in the past few years. She learnt
about Murad’s life, his parents, his work, how unsatisfied he was in working the late-shift at the factory, and how he
wanted to go to the city. She told him about how young she was when her parents married her off. She told him how
much she missed her parents, how much she had begged her husband to let her visit her sick mother, but to no avail.
All the things she had kept bottled up inside her were spewing out. She paused for a while to catch her breath, and
noticed the concerned expression on Murad’s face as he sipped his tea. Murad reached out and put his hand on top
of hers. She didn’t pull hers away.
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Salma started looking forward to Murad’s visits more and more. She loved to hear him talk to her as if she was his
equal, to hear him share his dreams and desires with her. How she wished that the mornings would never end so she
could listen to Murad talk forever.
One of the things that Murad talked about very often was how he wanted to leave the village and move to the city.
“I’m just waiting for the right opportunity. My cousin is looking for a job for me in Rawalpindi. And once he finds one,
I’ll be off.”
“Well I hope that it’s not too soon,” said Salma, now blushing a little bit, “I’ve started enjoying our talks.”
Murad smiled at her as he took another sip of tea. “So have I. But I wish we didn’t have to meet for such short
intervals of time.”
Salma started looking down as she always did when she was disappointed. She looked at her right hand, which still
sported a fresh cut from when she had tried to shield herself from her husband’s recent beating. Suddenly, she raised
her head, and looked at Murad as if she was asking for something.
“Take me to Rawalpindi with you. I can’t live with that man anymore.”
The smile left Murad’s face. “You can’t be serious, Salma.”
“I love you, Murad,.” She blurted out. “I can’t bear to be away from you. When you leave, I think about you every
minute of every hour.”
Murad put down his teacup. He was gazing intently into Salma’s eyes.
“I love you too. I didn’t know how to say it to you” He raised a hand and placed it on her cheek, caressing it, softly.
“But you’ll have to think about this. It will change your entire life.”

“I love you, Murad,.” She blurted out. “I can’t bear to be away from you. When you leave, I think about you every
minute of every hour.”
Murad put down his teacup. He was gazing intently into Salma’s eyes.
“I love you too. I didn’t know how to say it to you” He raised a hand and placed it on her cheek, caressing it, softly.
“But you’ll have to think about this. It will change your entire life.”
“I’m ready. I’d rather die than not live with you.”
Murad took Salma’s hand in his and kissed it. Then he got up, brushed his clothes, and started walking to the gate.
“I’ll start making arrangements, then. I’ll let you know when everything is ready.”

Dawn was coming up as they reached the train station. The porters had started to stir from their sleep, and life was
emerging on the single platform at the station. Murad parked his bike behind a bush near the station, and walked with
Salma to the platform as the train approached.
They got into Economy, and found seats at the back. Murad had a thermos of tea; he offered some to Salma. She
drank contentedly, knowing her troubles were all over. She was exhausted, and after she finished her tea, she put her
head on Murad’s shoulder and fell asleep.
Two stops went by. Murad made sure that Salma was fast asleep. He pushed her head aside so that it leaned on the
window instead. He got up, and walked to the door of the train as it pulled up at the third stop. He scanned the small
crowd on the platform until he spotted the man he was looking for. The man, wearing a pink shalwar qameez, walked
over to the train and got on. He shook hands with Murad, fished out a fat envelope from his pocket and thrust it in
Murad’s hand. “She’s sitting in 29A,” Murad said, and jumped off the train just as it began to pull away.

“I’m ready. I’d rather die than not live with you.”
Murad took Salma’s hand in his and kissed it. Then he got up, brushed his clothes, and started walking to the gate.
“I’ll start making arrangements, then. I’ll let you know when everything is ready.”
“Well I hope that it’s not too soon,” said Salma, now blushing a little bit, “I’ve started enjoying our talks.”
Murad smiled at her as he took another sip of tea. “So have I. But I wish we didn’t have to meet for such short
intervals of time.”
Salma started looking down as she always did when she was disappointed. She looked at her right hand, which still
sported a fresh cut from when she had tried to shield herself from her husband’s recent beating. Suddenly, she raised
her head, and looked at Murad as if she was asking for something.
“Take me to Rawalpindi with you. I can’t live with that man anymore.”
The smile left Murad’s face. “You can’t be serious, Salma.”
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